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BLOW UPS AND BLOW DOWNS OF QUASITORIC ORBIFOLDS
AND SIMPLICIAL TORIC VARIETIES
KOUSHIK BRAHMA, SOUMEN SARKAR, AND SUBHANKAR SAU
Abstract. The technique of blow up has been used to solve several important
problems in algebraic geometry and symplectic topology since 1980s. In this
paper, we compare the singularities and torsions in the integral cohomologies of
quasitoric orbifolds with its blow ups as well as blow downs. In general, it is
difficult to make such resemblance. However under few unavoidable hypotheses
in this circumstance, we show that no new singularity and torsion arises in
the integral cohomologies of certain blow ups and blow downs of a quasitoric
orbifold. As a consequence, we construct infinitely many equivariantly formal
non-trivial quasitoric orbifolds from a given one. We show that our main result
on blow downs of quasitoric orbifolds generalizes the main work of [BSS19].
Even though blow down of a quasitoric orbifold may seem to be a reverse of
blow up of a quasitoric orbifold, we have discovered some of its own beauty. We
continue our investigation into blow ups and blow downs of a class of simplicial
toric varieties at the end of this paper.
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1. Introduction
The construction of blow up is being practiced in algebraic geometry, complex
analysis, symplectic geometry and algebraic topology for various purposes. In the
course of algebraic geometry, blow up has been helpful to answer if a singular variety
posseses any resolution, see for example [BM97]. A blow up of a toric variety is
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an example of birational map between two toric varieties, an important result in
algebraic geometry. Whereas Gromov [Gro85] introduced the notion of blow up in
symplectic geometry and using this concept McDuff [McD84] constructed simply-
connected symplectic non-Ka¨hlerian manifolds. There are numerous applications
of blow up in symplectic geometry, for example see [GS89, God01] and some related
references therein.
There is another construction, known as blow down, somehow reverse to the
construction of blow up. This construction has been used in [GP13a] and [GP13b]
to discuss Mckay correspondence among certain quasitoric orbifolds. However, in
our paper we deal with more general notion of blow up and blow down.
Quasitoric orbifolds are a topological generalization of simplicial projective toric
varities and symplectic toric orbifolds with half dimensional Hamiltonian torus
actions. Quasitoric orbifold was initiated in the pioneering paper [DJ91] of Davis
and Januszkiewicz with the name ‘toric orbifold’. To avoid confusion with toric
orbifolds in algebraic geometry and symplectic geometry, the second author of this
paper and Poddar defined them explicitly and called them ‘quasitoric orbifolds’
in [PS10]. Even though few papers like [BSS17], [BNSS] called this category of
orbifolds ‘toric orbifolds’, we prefer to call them ‘quasitoric orbifolds’. In brief, a
quasitoric orbifold is an even dimensional effective orbifold with half dimensional
‘locally standard’ torus action and having orbit space a simple polytope. Some
ready examples of quasitoric orbifolds are weighted projective spaces and their
finite products.
The cohomology groups of a weighted projective space have no torsion and they
are concentrated in even degrees, see [Kaw73]. This result has been used in several
interesting consequences such as [BFR09, HHRW16]. Therefore, it is an important
aspect to know what are the quasitoric orbifolds whose cohomologies have no tor-
sion and concentrated in even degrees. Quasitoric orbifolds with this property are
known as ‘even’. In particular, even quasitoric orbifolds are integrally equivariantly
formal spaces. Recently using ‘polytopal wedge construction’, see Subsection 4.2 in
[BSS19], the authors constructed infinitely many even (quasi)toric orbifolds from a
given even (quasi)toric orbifold. Also [KMZ17] studied torsion in the integral co-
homology of a specific class of quasitoric orbifolds. So one may have the curiosity
to know torsion in the integral cohomologies of quasitoric orbifolds and simplicial
toric varieties.
On the other hand, [HKMP] classified toric manifolds over the vertex cut of an n-
cube. However there exist infinitely many quasitoric orbifolds over the vertex cut of
an n-cube. Torsions in their integral cohomologies and classification are not known
till now. We note that the concept of vertex cut has been used in [Sar12], [SS18]
to construct explicit equivariant cobordism of quasitoric manifolds and generalized
lens spaces, and in [Sar15] to construct explicit equivariant complex cobordism of
quasitoric orbifolds. We also note that ‘vertex cut’ of a prism or an n-cube cannot
be obtained through polytopal wedge construction of any simple polytope.
Motivated by the above works and natural queries, we divide this paper into
three major parts. Firstly, we define the concepts of blow ups of convex polytopes
in general phenomenon by extending the concept of vertex cut. We also give a
rigorous definition of blow downs of convex polytopes. Then we discuss the effects
of blow ups and blow downs a simple polytope on its retraction sequence. Secondly,
we study blow ups and blow downs of quasitoric orbifolds along some of their closed
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invariant suborbifolds. Then we show that the integral cohomologies of the blow
ups and the blow downs of a quasitoric orbifold have no p-torsion under some
hypotheses on the combinatorial data corresponding to the quasitoric orbifold. To
be precise, given an even quasitoric orbifold we construct infinitely many even
quasitoric orbifolds, which may not be possible to achieve using polytopal wedge
construction technique. In addition to that we discuss the effectiveness of the used
hypotheses and analyse if we can relax them in special circumstances. Thirdly,
we show that polytopal wedge construction of [BSS19] is a particular case of blow
down. We also discuss a strategy to blow up and blow down some class of toric
varieties.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly recall the definition of
simple polytope and its retraction sequences. This concept of retraction sequence
was first introduced in [BSS17] to study torsions in the integral cohomology of
‘toric orbifolds’ and toric varities. The authors of [BSS17] have shown that every
simple polytope has atleast one retraction sequence. We show how a retraction
sequence of a simple polytope Q induces a retraction sequence on its face F and
Qˆ∆ where ∆ is any simplex.
We study blow up of convex polytope and simple polytope in Section 3. Then we
prove our first main result which says that if a simple polytope Q has a retraction
sequence then its blow up sQ also possesses atleast one induced retraction sequence,
see Theorem 3.5 and Remark 3.6.
In Section 4 we define blow down of convex polytope and simple polytope. We
show that blow down of a simple polytope may not be a simple polytope in general,
see Figure 7. However if Q1 is a blow down of Q of the facet rF on F then Q1 is
simple if and only if rF is homeomorphic to F ˆ ∆ as manifold with corners for
some simplex ∆ of appropriate dimension, see Lemma 4.4. Our second main result
states that if Q has a retraction sequence then its blow down Q1 induces so if Q1 is
simple, see Theorem 4.7.
In the next section we recall some basics of quasitoric orbifolds. In Subsection 5.1,
we review the construction of a quasitoric orbifold XpQ,λq from a combinatorial
data called an R-characteristic function λ over a simple polytope Q following
[PS10]. Then Subsection 5.2 deals with the notion of invariant subspaces ofXpQ,λq
corresponding to the faces of Q. We compute the orbifold singularities at the fixed
points of XpQ,λq and these invariant subspaces, see (5.7) and (5.8).
In Section 6, we explore blow up of quasitoric orbifold with the help of blow up of
simple polytope. Given two R-characteristic pairs pQ,λq and p sQ, sλq we first define
extension, see (6.1). This is followed by the definition of blow up of quasitoric
orbifolds. Our third main Theorem 6.6 shows that if an R-characteristic pair
pQ,λq satisfies some combinatorial condition along with two more hypotheses (say
A2 and A3), then p sQ, sλq satisfies the similar combinatorial conditions. We show in
the Example 6.8 that in general, it might not be possible to relax the conditions
in hypothesis A2 in Theorem 6.6. However, if we consider the blow up of Q along
a vertex v or an edge e and the retraction of Q starts with v or the vertices of
e, then Theorem 6.9 shows that we do not need hypothesis A2 to conclude the
result of Theorem 6.6. Therefore we give a construction of new quasitoric orbifold
whose integral homology/cohomology does not possess any extra torsion from the
given quasitoric orbifold. As a consequence, we can construct new even quasitoric
orbifold, see Corollary 6.12. On the other hand if sQ is the blow up of Q along a
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face F such that the retraction sequence of Q ends with the vertices of F and
SF :“ tvectors assigned to the facets whose intersection is F u
can be extended to the basis of Zn where dimpQq “ n then we do not need the
hypothesis A3 to conclude the result in Theorem 6.6, see Theorem 6.14.
In Section 7, we discuss blow downs of quasitoric orbifolds associated to the blow
downs of simple polytopes considered in Section 4. Let Q1 be a blow down of Q
such that Q1 is simple. Given two R-characteristic pairs pQ,λq and pQ1, λ1q we first
define retraction, see (7.1). Then we define the blow down of quasitoric orbifold.
In our fourth main Theorem 7.5 we show that if pQ,λq satisfies some combinatorial
condition along with some mild hypotheses A2 and A3 then pQ
1, λ1q possesses same
combinatorial conditions. Next we show that in general we may not remove the
hypotheses A2 and A3, see Example 7.6 and Example 7.7 respectively. We state
the Proposition 7.9 which ensures no p-torsion in integral homology/cohomology
after blow down of quasitoric orbifold. If this proposition is true for any prime p,
we can claim that the integral cohomology of a blow down of a quasitoric orbifold
is concentrated in even degrees and has no torsion. In general, blow up and blow
down of a simple polytope may not be possible to construct from polytopal wedge
construction of a simple polytope, see for Example 6.13 and Example 7.12. In
Example 7.11 we show that some of our main results Theorem 7.5 and Proposition
7.9 on blow down of quasitoric orbifold generalize the main results Theorem 5.4
and Corollary 5.5 of [BSS19].
In Section 8, we outline the algorithm how to obtain some blow ups and blow
downs to the category of singular toric varieties along some closed invariant sub-
spaces. Moreover we examine if new torsions arise in their cohomology.
2. Retraction sequences of polytopes
A convex polytope is the convex hull of a finite set of points in Rn for some
n, see [BP02]. The faces of dimension 0, 1 and pn ´ 1q of a convex polytope are
called vertices, edges and facets, respectively. An n-dimensional convex polytope
Q is called simple polytope if at each vertex of Q exactly n facets meet. Simplices,
cubes, prisms and their finite products are some well known examples of simple
polytopes. We denote the set of vertices of a convex polytope Q by V pQq and
the set of facets of Q by F pQq throughout this paper. We refer the encyclopedia
[Zie95] for more properties of convex polytopes.
In this section, we recall the concept of retraction sequence of a simple polytope
following [BSS17] and discuss some properties of this retraction sequence. The
concept of polytopal complex is given following [Zie95, Definition 5.1].
Definition 2.1. A polytopal complex C is a finite collection of convex polytopes
in Rn such that the following holds:
(1)If E is a face of F and F P C then E P C.
(2)If E,F P C and E X F ‰ ∅ then E X F is a face of both E and F .
The dimension of a polytopal complex is defined to be the maximum dimension
of convex polytope in that polytopal complex. The union of convex polytopes in C
is called its geometric realization.
Let Q be a simple polytope of dimension n and LpQq the collection of its faces.
Then LpQq is a polytopal complex of dimension n. If P is a subset of Q such
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b1‚
B1 “ E1
b2‚
B2
E2
b3‚
B3
E3 b4‚
B4
E4
b5
‚
B5
E5
b6‚
B6
E6
b7‚
B7
E7
b8‚
B8
E8b9
‚
B9
E9
‚
b10
B10 “ E10
Figure 1. A retraction sequence of pentagonal prism.
that P is the union of some faces of Q, then the collection of the faces in P is a
polytopal complex, denoted by LpP q. In this case, for simplicity, we may say P is
a subcomplex of Q.
Definition 2.2. Let P be a subcomplex of Q and v a vertex of P Ă Q. If v has a
neighbourhood Uv in P homeomorphic to R
d
ě0 as manifold with corners for some
0 ď d ď dimpP q, then v is called a free vertex of P . The set Uv is called a local
neighborhood of the free vertex v in P .
Now we recall the concept of retraction sequence of a simple polytope.
Definition 2.3. Let Q be a simple polytope with m vertices and there exists a
sequence tpBℓ, Eℓ, bℓqu
m
ℓ“1 such that the following holds:
(1) B1 “ Q “ E1 and b1 P V pQq.
(2) Bℓ Ă Bℓ´1 is the union of all faces in LpBℓ´1q not containing the free vertex
bℓ´1 for ℓ ą 1.
(3) bℓ be a free vertex in Bℓ and Eℓ is the maximum dimensional face of Bℓ
containing bℓ.
(4) Bm “ Em “ bm.
Then the sequence tpBℓ, Eℓ, bℓqu
m
ℓ“1 is called a retraction sequence of Q starting
with the vertex b1 and ending at bm.
Note that the conditions (2) and (3) of Definition 2.3 imply Bℓ “ Bℓ`1 YEℓ for
ℓ “ 1, . . . ,m´ 1. We also note that a retraction sequence of Q induces an ordering
on V pQq. Figure 1 gives an example of a retraction sequence. We remark that
though all convex polytopes may not possess retraction sequences in general but it
can be defined for some convex polytopes which may not be simple. For example,
there is no retraction sequence of octahedron but we can construct a retraction
sequence of a pyramid on a square base if we start retracting it from its base points
in a particular manner. Next we discuss few properties of the retraction sequences
of simple polytopes.
Proposition 2.4. Let Q be an n-dimensional simple polytope with a retraction
sequence tpBℓ, Eℓ, bℓqu
m
ℓ“1. Then it induces a retraction sequence on a face F of Q.
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Proof. Let F be a d-dimensional face with k vertices bℓ1 , bℓ2 , . . . , bℓk . We may
assume ℓ1 ă ℓ2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ℓk. Being a face of a simple polytope, F is also a simple
polytope. Let us define
BFi :“ Bℓi X F and b
F
i :“ bℓi .
We show that BFi ’s give a retraction sequence of F . From Definition 2.3 the
inequalities ℓ1 ă ℓ2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ℓk imply that Bℓk Ă Bℓk´1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Bℓ2 Ă Bℓ1 . Note
that Bℓ1 contains all the k vertices of F . Thus we have F “ Bℓ1 X F “ B
F
1 . Also
bF1 is a free vertex in F as F is simple. We define E
F
1 :“ F . Thus we get the first
triple pBF1 , E
F
1 , b
F
1 q.
Suppose i ě 1 and pBFj , E
F
j , b
F
j q is defined for 1 ď j ď i. Let x P B
F
i`1. This
implies the following
x P BFi`1 ô x P Bℓi`1 and x P F(2.1)
ô x P tE : E is a face of Bℓi`1´1 and bℓi`1´1 R V pEqu X F
ô x P tE : E is a face of Bℓi and bℓi R V pEqu X F
ô x P tE : E is a face of BFi and b
F
i R V pEqu.
The third if and only if implication is true because for ℓi`1 ď j ď ℓi`1´1 we have
bj R F . So during the retraction of Q, we do not delete any face which contains a
vertex of F in Bj for ℓi ` 1 ď j ď ℓi`1 ´ 1.
Now we need to show the vertex bFi`1 “ bℓi`1 is a free vertex in B
F
i`1. As bℓi`1
is a free vertex in Bℓi`1 , it has a neighborhood UQ homeomorphic to R
s
ě0 for some
s ě 0 as a manifold with corners. Similarly being a vertex in the simple polyope F ,
bFi`1 has a neighborhood UF homeomorphic to R
d
ě0 as a manifold with corners. So
bFi`1 P UQ X UF and UQ X UF is homeomorphic to R
u
ě0 as a manifold with corners
for some u ď mints, du. Thus bFi`1 is a free vertex in B
F
i`1 with E
F
i`1 be the unique
u-dimensional face of BFi`1 containing UQ X UF .
This inductive process gives a retraction sequence tpBFi , E
F
i , b
F
i qu
k
i“1 of F in-
duced from Q.

Every simple polytope has atleast one retraction sequence, see Proposition 2.3
in [BSS17]. The product of two simple polytopes is also a simple polytope. So
it possesses a retraction sequence. In the following proposition we construct some
retraction sequences of the product of a simple polytope and a simplex such that
this retraction sequence preserves the ‘ordering’ of the vertices in the retraction
sequences of both the factors.
Proposition 2.5. Let F be a simple polytope and ∆ be a simplex. Then F ˆ ∆
has a retraction sequence induced from a retraction sequence of F and ∆.
Proof. Let tpBFi , E
F
i , b
F
i qu
k
i“1 be a retraction sequence of F and tpB
∆
j , E
∆
j , b
∆
j qu
ℓ
j“1
a retraction sequence of the simplex ∆. Now we construct a retraction sequence
tpBt, Et, btqu
kℓ
t“1 of F ˆ∆ with the required property. We construct this sequence
using the similar technique to the proof of the fact that product of two CW-
complexes is a CW-complex.
Let UFi be the open sets of E
F
i obtained by deleting all faces of E
F
i not containing
the vertex bFi . Similarly we can define open sets V
∆
j of E
∆
j not containing the vertex
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b∆j . Define Bkℓ “ b
F
k ˆ b
∆
ℓ “ Ekℓ “ bkℓ. This gives the triple pBkℓ, Ekℓ, bkℓq. Next
we define
Bkℓ´1 :“ Bkℓ Y pU
F
k ˆ V
∆
ℓ´1q Ď F ˆ∆
Ekℓ´1 :“ U
F
k ˆ V
∆
ℓ´1 Ď Bkℓ´1.
This gives another triple pBkℓ´1, Ekℓ´1, bkℓ´1q where bkℓ´1 “ b
F
k ˆ b
∆
ℓ´1 is a free
vertex in Ekℓ´1 Ď Bkℓ´1. Note that, U
F
k “ b
F
k and V
∆
ℓ “ b
∆
ℓ . Thus Bkℓ´1 is an
edge of F ˆ∆.
We continue the process up to pk´1qℓ`1 to get the sequence tpBt, Et, btqu
kℓ
t“pk´1qℓ`1
which satisfies the condition (2), (3), and (4) in Definition 2.3. Next we define
Bpk´1qℓ :“ Bpk´1qℓ`1 \ pU
F
k´1 ˆ V
∆
ℓ q Ď F ˆ∆(2.2)
Epk´1qℓ :“ U
F
k´1 ˆ V
∆
ℓ Ď Bpk´1qℓ.
So we get the next triplet pBpk´1qℓ, Epk´1qℓ, bpk´1qℓq where the vertex bpk´1qℓ :“
bFk´1ˆ b
∆
ℓ . Observe that U
F
k´1ˆ V
∆
ℓ is a local neighborhood of bpk´1qℓ in Epk´1qℓ Ď
Bpk´1qℓ. So, bpk´1qℓ is a free vertex of Bpk´1qℓ and Epk´1qℓ is the maximum dimen-
sional face containing bpk´1qℓ.
We continue the above induction until we exhaust all the vertices of F ˆ ∆ to
get tpBt, Et, btqu
kℓ
t“1 which satisfies the conditions in Definition 2.3. Therefore, the
sequence tpBt, Et, btqu
kℓ
t“1 is a retraction sequence of F ˆ∆ induced from that of F
and ∆.

Remark 2.6. In the simplex ∆, the vertices are connected to each other. So the
order of choosing b∆j gives different retraction sequence of ∆. Thus we may get
some other retraction sequence on Fˆ∆ induced from F depending on the ordering
of b∆j ’s.
The next lemma is simple, but surprisingly crucial to prove the main theorem
in Section 3.
Lemma 2.7. Let tpBℓ, Eℓ, bℓqu
m
ℓ“1 be the retraction sequence of an n-dimensional
simple polytope Q with m vertices. Then dimpEjq “ pn ´ αq if and only if bj is
adjacent to exactly α vertices from the set tb1, b2, . . . , bj´1u in Q.
Proof. In Q “ B1 “ E1 each vertex is adjacent to another n vertices through n
many edges. Now
dimpEjq “ pn´ αq ô at j-th stage of retraction sequence bj has
local neighborhood homeomorphic to Rn´α
ô bj is adjacent to exactly pn´ αq vertices in Bj
ô bj is adjacent to exactly α vertices in tb1, . . . , bj´1u in Q.

Note that in Figure 1, dimpE3q “ 2 “ 3´1 where b3 is adjacent to only b2 of the
retracted vertices tb1, b2u and dimpE5q “ 1 “ 3´ 2 where b5 is adjacent to exactly
two of tb1, b2, b3, b4u.
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F
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
paq
rF1 “ F1 XQrF2 “ F2
rF3
“ F3 XQ rF4 “ F4 XQ
rF5 “ F5 XQ
rF “ F XH
pbq
Figure 2. Blow up of a prism along the face F.
3. Blow ups of polytopes
In this section, we first define the blow up of a convex polytope explicitly. Then
we show that a retraction sequence of a simple polytope induces a retraction se-
quence on its blow up. We note that the concept of blow up of simple polytopes
was used in [GP13b], but it was not defined explicitly for convex polytopes.
Definition 3.1 (Blow up of a convex polytope). Let Q be an n-dimensional convex
polytope in Rn and F be a face of Q. Take an pn´1q dimensional hyperplane H in
Rn such that one open half space Hă0 contains V pF q and V pQqzV pF q is a subset
of the other open half space Hą0. Then sQ :“ Q X Hě0 is called a blow up of Q
along the face F .
Remark 3.2. If F is a facet of Q, then sQ is homeomorphic to Q as a manifold
with corners. So we are interested in blow ups where dimpF q ă dimpQq ´ 1. If F
is a vertex, then sQ is known as vertex cut of Q.
In this paper, we consider blow ups of simple polytopes unless otherwise men-
tioned, as we are interested in some blow ups of quasitoric orbifolds and orbit spaces
of quasitoric orbifolds are simple polytopes.
Let F pQq “ tF1, . . . , Fru be the facets of Q and F be a face of Q with dimpF q ă
dimpQq ´ 1. Then the facets of sQ are t rF1, . . . , rFr, rFr`1u where
rFj :“
$’&’%
Fj if Fj X F “ ∅
Fj X sQ if Fj X F ‰ ∅
H X sQ if j “ r ` 1.
The facet rFr`1 is called the facet corresponding to the face F . For simplicity,
we may denote rFr`1 by rF .
Remark 3.3. (1) If sQ is an blow up of an n-dimensional simple polytope Q
along a d-dimensional face F , then rF is homeomorphic to F ˆ∆n´d´1 as
manifold with corners.
(2) Let v be a vertex in a face F of a simple polytope Q where dimpF q “ d and
dimpQq “ n ą d. Then there are exactly pn´ dq many edges in Q adjacent
to v which are not edges of F . Each of the pn ´ dq vertices of rF arises in
place of v is basically an interior point of these pn ´ dq edges which are
adjacent to v. Any vertex of rF arises in this way due to blow up.
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(3) If v P V p rF q then there exists exactly one vertex in sQ which is not in V p rF q
and adjacent to v.
Example 3.4. Let Q be a 3-dimensional prism in R3 as in Figure 2paq. We
construct the blow up sQ ofQ along the edge F , see Figure 2pbq. Though F “ F4XF5
in Q, the facets rF1 and rF3 are not inherited in sQ.
Now we prove the main result of this section which shows how a blow up affects
a retraction sequence of a simple polytope.
Theorem 3.5. Let Q be an n-dimensional simple polytope with a retraction se-
quence tpBℓ, Eℓ, bℓqu
m
ℓ“1. Let
sQ be the blow up of Q along a d-dimensional face F .
Then sQ admits a retraction sequence preserving the order on V pQqzV pF q.
Proof. Let tbℓ1 , . . . , bℓku be the vertices of F such that ℓ1 ă ℓ2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ℓk andrF be the facet of sQ corresponding to F . By Remark 3.3(1), rF is homeomorphic
to F ˆ∆n´d´1, where ∆n´d´1 is an pn ´ d ´ 1q-dimensional simplex. So we can
express the vertices of rF as follows:
(3.1) V p rF q :“ tpbℓi , cq : i “ 1, . . . , k and c P V p∆n´d´1qu.
We construct the required retraction sequence of sQ inductively. We have two
possibilities either the vertex b1 R V pF q or b1 P V pF q, equivalently ℓ1 ą 1 or ℓ1 “ 1.
Case 1: Suppose ℓ1 ą 1. So b1 R V pF q. Then b1 ‰ bℓi for any i P t1, . . . , ku.
We define
(3.2) p sBj , sEj ,sbjq :“ pBj X sQ,Ej X sQ, bjq
for 1 ď j ă ℓ1. Next we definesBℓ1 :“ the union of all faces of sBℓ1´1 not containing the vertex sbℓ1´1.
Then sBℓ1 satisfies the condition (2) in Definition 2.3. Since ℓ1 ą 1 then dimpEℓ1q
must be less than n, let dimpEℓ1q “ n ´ s. Then 1 ď s ď n ´ d. By Lemma 2.7,
there exists exactly s many edges e1, . . . , es joining bℓ1 with s many vertices from
tb1, . . . , bℓ1´1u in Q. Then for each j P t1, . . . , su, we have
rFXej “ pbℓ1 , cjq for some
cj P V p∆
pn´d´1qq, see Figure 3. Therefore, the vertices pbℓ1 , c1q, . . . , pbℓ1 , csq have a
local neighborhood in sBℓ1 homeomorphic to Rn´1ě0 as a manifold with corners. So
pbℓ1 , c1q, . . . , pbℓ1 , cs´1q and pbℓ1 , csq are free vertices in
sBℓ1 .
Since rF – F ˆ ∆pn´d´1q as a manifold with corners, by Proposition 2.5 we
construct a retraction sequence tpBq
1, Eq
1, bq
1qu
kpn´dq
q“1 of
rF such that bq 1 “ pbℓ1 , cqq
for q “ 1, . . . , pn´ dq. Now we define the following triplets
(3.3) p sBj , sEj ,sbjq :“ ppBℓ1 XHą0q YB1j´ℓ1`1, E1j´ℓ1`1, b1j´ℓ1`1q
for ℓ1 ď j ď ℓ1`s´1.Note that at each of these steps defined in (3.3), the dimension
of E1q decreases exactly by one. Also
sEℓ1`s´1 “ E1s and sbℓ1`s´1 “ pbℓ1 , csq “ b1s
which is a free vertex in sBℓ1`s´1. We denote the vertices
tpbℓ1 , cq : c P V p∆
n´d´1qu z tpbℓ1 , c1q, . . . , pbℓ1 , csqu Ă V p
rF q
by tpbℓ1 , cs`1q, . . . , pbℓ1 , cn´dqu.
Now we find out the next pn´ d´ sq steps of a retraction for sQ by the following
way. We definesBℓ1`s :“ YtE : E is a face in sBℓ1`s´1 and sbℓ1`s´1 R Eu.(3.4)
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b1
‚
B1
b2
‚
B2
b3
‚
B3
b4
‚
B4
b5
‚
B5
‚
b6
B6
sb1 “ b1
‚
sB1
sb2 “ pb2, c1q
‚
sB2
sb3 “ pb2, c2q
‚
sB3
sb4 “ b3‚
sB4 sb5 “ pb4, c11q‚sB5
sb6 “ pb4, c12q
‚sB6
sb7 “ b5
‚sB7‚
sb8 “ b6
sB8
Figure 3. A retraction sequence after blow up if ℓ1 ą 1.
Now we show that sBℓ1`s has a free vertex. During the above inductive process the
edges e1, . . . , es as well as the faces determined by them have been deleted, so they
do not belong to the complexes Lp sBℓ1q, . . . ,Lp sBℓ1`s´1q. Since tpBℓ, Eℓ, bℓqumℓ“1
is a retraction sequence of Q, then the vertex bℓ1 is free in Bℓ1 and Eℓ1 is the
maximum dimensional face in Bℓ1 containing the free vertex bℓ1 . Therefore, for
each j P ts ` 1, . . . , n ´ du the vertex pbℓ1 , cjq has a local neighborhood in
sBℓ1`s
homeomorphic to the local neighborhood of bℓ1 in Eℓ1 (i.e. R
n´s
ě0 ) as a manifold
with corners. So each vertex in tpbℓ1 , cs`1q, . . . , pbℓ1 , cn´dqu is a free vertex of
sBℓ1`s
at this step. We define
(3.5) sEℓ1`s :“ Eℓ1 X sQ and sbℓ1`s :“ pbℓ1 , cs`1q.
So, we get triple p sBℓ1`s, sEℓ1`s,sbℓ1`sq as the pℓ1 ` sq-th step of the retraction, see
step 3 in Figure 3. So dimp sEℓ1`sq “ pn ´ sq.
Note that each of the vertices of tpbℓ1 , cs`1q, . . . , pbℓ1 , cn´dqu are connected to ex-
actly one of V p sQqzV p rF q by an edge in sQ. We name the edges by tes`1, es`2, . . . , en´du
respectively. The vertex sbℓ1`s`1 :“ pbℓ1 , cs`2q has a local neighborhood in the con-
vex hull of E1s`2 and es`2 where E
1
s`2 comes from the retraction sequence of
rF .
Similar idea holds for the remaining vertices tpbℓ1 , cs`3q, . . . , pbℓ1 , cn´dqu. We definesBℓ1`j :“ YtE : E is a face in sBℓ1`j´1 and sbℓ1`j´1 R Eu,sEℓ1`j :“ convex hulltE1j`1, ej`1u X sQ,(3.6) sbℓ1`j :“ pbℓ1 , cj`1q
for j “ s` 1, . . . , pn´ dq where E1j ’s are coming from the retraction sequence of
rF .
At each of these steps the dimension of sEj decreases exactly by one.
The next ℓ2 ´ ℓ1 ´ 1 steps of the construction of a retraction sequence for sQ,
that is p sBj , sEj ,sbjq for pℓ1 ` n´ dq ď j ď pℓ2 ´ 2 ` n ´ dq, follows the same order
as of the retraction pBℓ, Eℓ, bℓq of Q for ℓ1 ` 1 ď ℓ ď ℓ2 ´ 1. So
(3.7) p sBj , sEj ,sbjq :“ pBj´pn´dq`1 X sQ,Ej´pn´dq`1 X sQ, bj´pn´dq`1q
for ℓ1 ` n´ d ď j ă ℓ2 ´ 2` n´ d.
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sb1
‚
sB1
sb2
‚
sB2
sb3
‚
sB3
sb4
‚
sB4
sb5
‚
sB5sb6
‚
sB6
sb7
‚sB7
‚
sb8
sB8
Figure 4. Retraction sequence after blow up if ℓ1 “ 1.
Now we look at the vertices tpbℓ2 , cq : c P V p∆
n´d´1qu Ă V p sQq which are the
intersections of the edges in Bℓ2 adjacent to bℓ2 and the hyperplane H. In this
situation, there are two possibilities:
Subcase1: Suppose there is an edge between bℓ1 and bℓ2 in Q and dimpEℓ2q “
pn ´ αq. By Lemma 2.7 there are pα ´ 1q many edges between bℓ2 and the ver-
tices tb1, b2, . . . , bℓ1´1, bℓ1`1, bℓ1`2, . . . , bℓ2´1u in Q. So by similar arguments for
ℓ1-th stage of retraction sequence for sQ there are pα ´ 1q many free vertices be-
long to tpbℓ2 , cq : c P V p∆
n´d´1qu Ă V p rF q. Let tpbℓ2 , c11q, . . . pbℓ2 , c1pα´1qqu be those
pα ´ 1q many free vertices in sBℓ2´1`n´d. We take pbℓ2 , c11q “ sbℓ2´1`n´d. LetsEℓ2´1`n´d be the maximum dimensional face of sBℓ2´1`n´d containing the free ver-
tex sbℓ2´1`n´d. Then dimp sEℓ2´1`n´dq “ pn´ 2q. By Remark 2.6, in the retraction
sequence tpB1q, E
1
q, b
1
qqu
kpn´dq
q“1 of
rF we can permute the vertices of ∆n´d´1 such that
b1q`n´d “ pbℓ2 , c
1
qq for q “ 1, . . . , α´1. Then for ℓ2´1`n´d ď j ď ℓ2`α´3`n´d
we define sBj :“ YtE : E is a face in sBj´1 and sbj´1 R Eu,(3.8) sEj :“ E1j´ℓ2`2,sbj :“ b1j´ℓ2`2.
Next pn´ d´ α` 1q steps can be constructed similarly to the ℓ1 case as in (3.4).
Subcase2: Suppose there is no edge between bℓ1 and bℓ2 in Q and dimpEℓ2q “
pn ´ αq. By Lemma 2.7 there are exactly α many edges from bℓ2 to the set
tb1, b2, . . . , bℓ1´1, bℓ1`1, bℓ1`2, . . . , bℓ2´1u. By similar arguments to the Subcase 1,
we can construct the retraction sequence up to pℓ2 ´ 2` 2pn ´ dqq-th step.
We carry on this inductive construction using previous arguments to produce
the retraction sequence tp sBj , sEj ,sbjqum`kpn´d´1qj“1 of sQ which preserves the ordering
of the retraction sequence of Q.
Case 2: Now we describe the construction if ℓ1 “ 1. Note that a vertex in
tpb1, cjq : cj P V p∆
n´d´1qu Ď V p rF q Ď V p sQq has a neighborhood in sQ homeomor-
phic to Rně0 as a manifold with corners, since
sQ is an n-dimensional simple polytope.
Let tpBq
1, Eq
1, bq
1qu
kpn´dq
q“1 be the retraction sequence of
rF such that bq 1 “ pb1, cqq
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Q2
F2
Q1
F3
Q3
Figure 5. Both Q2 and Q3 are blow downs as in [GP13b].
for q “ 1, . . . , pn ´ dq. Each vertex in tpb1, cjq : cj P V p∆
n´d´1qu is adjacent to
exactly one of V p sQqzV p rF q. Let ej be the edge in sQ such that one vertex of ej is
pb1, cjq and another belongs to V p sQqzV p rF q for j “ 1, . . . , pn´ dq.
We define the first triple of retraction sequence by p sB1, sE1,sb1q :“ p sQ, sQ, pb1, c1qq.
The next pn´ d´ 1q triplets are defined by the following waysBj :“ YtE : E is a face of Bj´1 and bj´1 R EusEj :“ convex hulltE1j , eju X sQ(3.9) sbj :“ pb1, cjq
for j “ 2, . . . , pn´dq, see Figure 4 for an example. This may give first pn´dq triplets
of a retraction sequence of sQ. Next ℓ2 ´ ℓ1 steps can be defined similar to (3.7).
Then we use the same technique for ℓ2 and onward as in the Case 1. Suppose we
can construct the sequence tp sBj , sEj ,sbjqus1 such that it satisfies the conditions (1),
(2) and (3) in the Definition 2.3. Then the triplet p sBs, sEs,sbsq belongs to one of the
above cases or subcases except some notational changes. So we can construct the
next triple p sBs`1, sEs`1,sbs`1q with the required property. Therefore, this inductive
construction gives the required retraction sequence of sQ.

Remark 3.6. We may get more than one induced retraction sequence of sQ as
there is a choice of free vertices in the construction. Precisely in the proof of
Theorem 3.5, while retracting the newly arise vertices in the place of bℓi P F we
first retract the vertices which are adjacent to previously retracted vertices then
the vertices which are not adjacent to previously retracted vertices. In both cases
we can change the ordering of their retraction. Different ordering may lead us to
different induced retraction sequence of sQ.
4. Blow downs of polytopes
The concept of blow down of simple polytope was discussed in [GP13b] as follows.
If Q1, Q2 are simple polytopes and Q1 is a blow up of Q2 then Q2 is called a blow
down of Q1. But it is not a precise definition, as Q1 may be a blow up of another
simple polytope Q3, see Example 5. In this section, we give the precise definition
of blow down of convex polytopes which enrich its beauty. We show when a blow
down of a simple polytope is again a simple polytope and the new one possesses
an induced retraction sequence in the sense of Definition 2.3. We prove that blow
down of polytopes is a far reaching generalization of polytopal wedge construction
of [BSS19].
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Q
rF
F
Q1
F 1 ĎQ1ĂF 1
Figure 6. Blow down of a hexagonal prism of the face rF on F .
‚ F
rF
Q Q1
‚F
1
Figure 7. Blow down of a simple polytope may not be a simple polytope.
Definition 4.1 (Blow down of a convex polytope). Let F and rF be two faces of
an n-dimensional convex polytope Q such that F Ă rF and rF is a facet. Let Q1
be a convex polytope with a face F 1 and F 1 homeomorphic to F as manifold with
corners. If the blow up ĎQ1 of Q1 along the face F 1 is homeomorphic to Q as a
manifold with corners and the restriction on the facet ĂF 1 is homeomorphic to rF as
manifold with corners, then Q1 is called a blow down of Q of the face rF on F .
Remark 4.2. If f : Q Ñ ĎQ1 is the homeomorphism as manifold with corners in
Definition 4.1, then f | rF : rF Ñ ĂF 1 is a homeomorphism as manifold with corners.
Also let F pQq “ t rF,F1, . . . , Fru be the facets of Q and F a proper face of rF .
Then the facets tF 11, . . . , F
1
ru of Q
1 are such that for 0 ď i ď r the facet ĂF 1i in ĎQ1 is
homeomorphic to Fi as manifold with corners through f |Fi where f : QÑ
ĎQ1 is a
homeomorphism as manifold with corners.
Example 4.3. Let Q be a hexagonal prism with rF and F as in Figure 6. Also Q1
and F 1 be as in Figure 6 where F – F 1 as manifold with corners. The blow up of
Q1 along F 1 is ĎQ1 which is homeomorphic to Q as manifold with corners. So Q1 is
a blow down of Q of the face rF on F .
Blow down of a simple polytope may not be a simple polytope in general, see
in Figure 7. However, the following lemma gives a criteria when a blow down of a
simple polytope is simple.
Lemma 4.4. Let Q be an n-dimensional simple polytope having a facet rF home-
omorphic to F ˆ ∆n´d´1 as a manifold with corners where F is a face of rF and
∆n´d´1 is a simplex for 0 ď d ď pn´ 1q. Let Q1 be the blow down of Q of the facerF on F . Then Q1 is a simple polytope.
Proof. Let Q1 be a blow down of Q of the face rF on F where rF – F ˆ ∆n´d´1
as manifold with corners. This implies dimpF q “ d. Let V pF q “ tbℓ1 , bℓ2 , . . . , bℓku
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and V p∆n´d´1q “ tv1, . . . , vn´du. Then we may write
(4.1) V p rF q :“ tpbℓi , vqq : 1 ď i ď k and 1 ď q ď pn´ dqu Ă V pQq.
By the definition of blow down, Q is homeomorphic to ĎQ1 as manifold with corners.
We denote this homeomorphism by f : Q Ñ ĎQ1 as in Remark 4.2. This induces a
bijection between V pQq and V pĎQ1q.
Recall that Hě0XQ
1 “ ĎQ1, see Definition 3.1. ThenMg “ Hď0XQ1 is a mapping
cylinder for the projection map
g : ĂF 1 –ÝÑ F 1 ˆ∆n´d´1 Ñ F 1.
So there is a face preserving homotopy of Mg on F
1. Let us consider a tubular
neighborhood NĂF 1 of ĂF 1 in ĎQ1 such that it does not contain any other vertex of ĎQ1.
We define
(4.2) f 1 : ĎQ1 Ñ Q1
by f 1pNĂF 1q ÞÝÑ NĂF 1 YMg and f 1 “ Id otherwise. Now let
(4.3) f˜ “ f 1 ˝ f : QÑ Q1.
As f is a homeomorphism, f˜ is a face preserving map. Then
(4.4) V pQ1q “ tf˜pvq : v P V pQqu
where f˜pbℓi , v1q “ f˜pbℓi , v2q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ f˜pbℓi , vn´dq for all i “ 1, . . . k and one-one
otherwise.
If we take any vertex b P rF , then b “ pbℓi , vqq for some bℓi P V pF q and vq P
V p∆n´d´1q and rfpbq “ rfpbℓiq. So only considering the vertices of F instead of the
vertices rF in Q is enough. Let us fix one vertex bℓi P F . Then
(4.5) bℓi “ p
n´1č
j“1
Fij q X
rF .
Also tbℓiu ˆ ∆
n´d´1 is homeomorphic to ∆n´d´1 as manifold with corners. Let
F p∆n´d´1q :“ tF∆1 , . . . , F
∆
n´du be the set of facets of ∆
n´d´1. Exactly one of
these facets does not contain bℓi , say F
∆
1 without loss of generality.
If we consider F ˆ F∆s for 1 ď s ď pn ´ dq then they are facets of rF and
codimension 2 faces in Q. Thus F ˆ F∆s “ rF X Pis for a unique facet Pis in Q for
1 ď s ď pn´ dq. Except Pi1 all other facets tPis : 2 ď s ď pn´ dqu contain bℓi . So
(4.6) tPis : 2 ď s ď pn´ dqu Ď tFij : 1 ď j ď n´ 1u.
After the blow down of Q of the face rF on the face F , the number of facets
adjacent to each of the vertices tf˜pvq : v R V p rF qu in Q1 will remain same. As rf is
face preserving and due to blow down the facet rF shrinks to F , from Remark 4.2
and (4.5) we have
(4.7) rfpbℓiq “ pn´1č
j“1
rfpFij qq X F “ pn´1č
j“1
rfpFij qq X rfpPi1q
where Pi1 is described in previous paragraph. So at the vertex
rfpbℓiq in Q1 exactly
n facets meet. Similar construction can be done for every vertex of F .
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Now let b P Qz rF be any vertex. Then b “ Şnt“1 Fit for some unique facets Fit of
Q and
(4.8) rfpbq “ nč
t“1
rfpFitq.
This concludes at every vertex of Q1 exactly n facets meet. So, Q1 is a simple
polytope.

Note that Remark 3.3(1) says that the converse of Lemma 4.4 is true. That
is if Q1 is the blow down of Q of the face rF on F and Q1 is simple then rF is
homeomorphic to Fˆ∆ as manifold with corners where ∆ is a simplex of dimension
pdimpQq ´ dimpF q ´ 1q.
Corollary 4.5. Let P be an pn´ 1q-dimensional simple polytope and F a facet of
P . Then there exists a blow down pP ˆ r0, 1sq1 of the simple polytope P ˆ r0, 1s of
the facet F ˆ r0, 1s on F .
Note that a polytopal wedge of P is a blow down pP ˆr0, 1sq1 of Corollary 4.5 for
some facet F of P . Thus Lemma 4.4 generalizes the concept of poltytopal wedge
of [BSS19].
Remark 4.6. (1) Let E be a face of Q. If E X rF “ H then f˜pEq is home-
omorphic to E as manifold with corners. Also if there does not exist any
b P F such that b ˆ vj belongs to E X rF for any vertex vj P V p∆n´d´1q,
then f˜pEq is homeomorphic to E as manifold with corners.
(2) If there exist any b P F such that b ˆ vj belongs to E X rF for a vertex
vj P V p∆
n´d´1q, then collecting all such vertices we will get a maximum
dimensional face EF such that EF is face of both E and rF . Then f˜pEq is
either blow down of E along EF or f˜pEq is homeomorphic to a face of E
as manifold with corners.
Now we show how blow downs affect a retraction sequence if the blow downs
remain simple.
Theorem 4.7. Let Q1 be the blow down of an n-dimensional simple polytope Q of
the facet rF on F and Q1 is simple. If Q has a retraction sequence tpBℓ, Eℓ, bℓqumℓ“1
where m “ |V pQq|, then Q1 possesses an induced retraction sequence.
Proof. We adhere the notations from the proof of Lemma 4.4. Also let F be a face
of dimension d in Q. Then from the remark after Lemma 4.4, rF is homeomorphic to
F ˆ∆n´d´1 as a manifold with corners. Let V pF q :“ tbℓ1 , . . . , bℓku be the vertices
of F such that ℓ1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ℓk. We construct a retraction sequence tpB
1
t, E
1
t, b
1
tqu
m´k
t“1
of Q1 inductively. First we define pB11, E
1
1, b
1
1q :“ pQ
1, Q1, b11q where b
1
1 :“
rfpb1q,
since Q1 is a simple polytope. Now we may face following 3 cases to construct the
second triple for a retraction.
Case 1 of 2-nd step: If b2 is neither in V p rF q nor adjacent to any vertex in
V p rF q, then we take b12 :“ f˜pb2q. Define
B12 :“ B
1
1z Y tE : E is a face of B
1
1 containing the vertex b
1
1u(4.9)
E12 :“ f˜pE2q.
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b1
‚
B1
b2
‚
B2
b3‚
B3
b4‚
B4
b5‚
B5
b6‚
B6
b7‚
B7
b8
‚
B8
b9
‚
B9
b10
‚
B10
b11‚
B11
‚
b12
B12
b11
‚
B11
b12‚
B12
b13‚
B13
b14‚
B14
b15‚
B15
b16‚
B16
b17‚
B17
b18‚
B18
b19‚
B19
‚
b110
B110
Figure 8. Retraction sequence after blow down.
The definition of blow down of Q implies that Q1 does not change locally at the
points which are not in V p rF q or adjacent to a vertex in V p rF q, see Remark 4.6(1).
This implies E12 – E2 as manifold with corners, in which b
1
2 has a neighborhood
homeomorphic to Rn´1ě0 as manifold with corners. So we can construct the next
triple pB12, E
1
2, b
1
2q.
Case 2 of 2-nd step: Let b2 P V p rF q. If f˜pb2q “ f˜pb1q, then f˜pb2q is already
retracted. Then to define b12 we need to go to the next vertex f˜pb3q. Otherwise we
take b12 :“ f˜pb2q. So we can get pB
1
2, E
1
2, b
1
2q where B
1
2 and E
1
2 is defined as in (4.9).
As b12 is connected to b
1
1 through an edge, b
1
2 has a neighborhood homeomorphic to
Rn´1ě0 in B
1
2 as manifold with corners. Thus we get the second entry pB
1
2, E
1
2, b
1
2q.
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Case 3 of 2-nd step: Let b2 be adjacent to a vertex in V p rF q. We define
b12 :“ f˜pb2q along with B
1
2 and E
1
2 as in (4.9). Similar to the Case 2 of 2-nd step,
as b12 is connected to b
1
1 through an edge, b
1
2 has a neighborhood homeomorphic to
Rn´1ě0 in B
1
2 as manifold with corners. Thus we get the second triplet pB
1
2, E
1
2, b
1
2q
for the retraction sequence of Q1.
Continuing similar way at the i-th step of the retraction of Q, let us be at the
t-th pt ď iq step of the retraction of Q1. At this step also 3 cases may arise.
Case 1 of t-th step: Let bi is neither in V p rF q nor adjacent to any vertex in
V p rF q. Then
b1t :“ f˜pbiq(4.10)
B1t :“ B
1
t´1z Y tE : E is a face of B
1
t´1 containing the vertex b
1
t´1u
E1t :“ f˜pEiq – Ei as a manifold with corners
gives t-th term pB1t, E
1
t, b
1
tq of the retraction sequence of Q
1.
Case 2 of t-th step: If bi P V p rF q we need to check first that f˜pbiq is already
retracted or not. If f˜pbiq “ b
1
s for some s ă t, then it is already retracted. Then
need to look into f˜pbi`1q for b
1
t. Otherwise we take
b1t :“ f˜pbiq(4.11)
B1t :“ B
1
t´1z Y tE : E is a face of B
1
t´1 containing the vertex b
1
t´1u
and E1t :“ f˜pEiq or E
1
t is a face of f˜pEiq containing b
1
t. If bi is connected to some
vertex bu in Q where u ą i but f˜pbuq “ b
1
v with v ă t, then dimpE
1
tq is less than
dimpEiq by the number of such bu P Q. This provides t-th entry of a retraction
sequence of Q1.
Case 3 of t-th step: Let bi is adjacent to any vertex in V p rF q. We define
b1t :“ f˜pbiq, B
1
t as in (4.11) and E
1
t :“ f˜pEiq or E
1
t is a face of f˜pEiq containing b
1
t.
An argument similar to previous case gives us t-th triplet pB1t, E
1
t, b
1
tq.
Therefore by this inductive process we get tpB1t, E
1
t, b
1
tqu
m´k
t“1 , the desired induced
retraction sequence of Q1 from Q.

5. Some basics of quasitoric orbifolds
Quasitoric orbifolds are topological generalization of simplicial projective vari-
eties. Briefly, a quasitoric orbifold is a 2n-dimensional effective orbifold with nice
enough half dimensional torus action. In this section, we recall basic construction
of quasitoric orbifolds and some invariant suborbifolds and their singularities fol-
lowing [PS10]. We refer to [ALR07] and [MM03] for nice expositions on (effective)
differentiable orbifolds.
5.1. Quasitoric orbifolds. Let Q be an n-dimensional simple polytope. Let
V pQq :“ tb1, . . . , bmu be the vertices of Q and F pQq :“ tF1, . . . , Fru the facets
of Q.
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(1,0)
(-1,1)
(-3,7)
(2,3)
(a)
(1,2,1)(1,1,0)
(1,0,0)
(3,2,1)
(0,2,1)
(b)
Figure 9. Some examples of R-characteristic functions on simple polytopes.
Definition 5.1. Let λ : F pQq Ñ Zn be a function such that each λpFiq is primitive
for i P t1, . . . , ru and
(5.1) tλpFi1q, . . . , λpFikqu is linearly independent if
kč
j“1
Fij ‰ ∅.
Then λ is called an R-characteristic function on Q. We denote λpFiq by λi and
call it the R-characteristic vector assigned to Fi. This pair pQ,λq is called an
R-characteristic pair.
Remark 5.2. Let F be a d-dimensional face inQ with d ă n. Then for some unique
facets Fi1 , . . . , Fin´d of Q we have F “
Şn´d
j“1 Fij . If tλij |j “ 1, . . . , pn ´ dqu spans
an pn´dq-dimensional unimodular subspace of Zn, then λ is called a characteristic
function and the pair pQ,λq is called characteristic pair, see p˚q in page 423 of
[DJ91]. We also note that [SY19, Definition 3.5] is a generalization of Definition
5.1.
Example 5.3. We define an R-characteristic function on a square in Figure 9(a)
and on a prism in Figure 9(b).
Now we recall the construction of a quasitoric orbifold from an R-characteristic
pair pQ,λq. Let x P F˚ , the relative interior of a d-dimensional face F of Q where
0 ď d ă n. Then F “
Şn´d
j“1 Fij , where Fij ’s are some unique facets ofQ. We denote
standard n-dimensional torus by T n. Consider Zn as the standard n-dimensional
lattice in the Lie algebra of T n. Each λi P Z
n determines a line in Rn, whose
image under the exponential map exp : Rn Ñ T n is a circle subgroup, denoted by
Ti. Let TF be the pn´ dq-dimensional subtorus of T
n generated by Ti1 , . . . , Tin´d .
We define TQ “ 1 P T
n.
We consider the quotient space
XpQ,λq :“ pT n ˆQq{ „,
where the equivalence relation „ is defined by the following way
(5.2) pt, xq „ ps, yq if and only if x “ y P F˚ and t´1s P TF .
The quotient space XpQ,λq has an orbifold structure with a natural T n action
induced by the group operation on the first factor. The projection onto the second
factor gives the orbit map
(5.3) π : XpQ,λq Ñ Q
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where rt, xs„ ÞÑ x and rt, xs„ is the equivalence class of pt, xq. The explicit descrip-
tion of the orbifold structure of the space XpQ,λq is discussed in [PS10], where
the axiomatic definition of quasitoric orbifolds are given and shown that these two
definitions are equivalent.
5.2. Invariant suborbifolds and their singularities. For an n-dimensional
simple polytope Q and an R-characteristic function λ : F pQq Ñ Zn, we discuss
R-characteristic pairs for some closed invariant suborbifolds of XpQ,λq. Then we
compute singularities of some special points of these invariant suborbifolds.
Let F be a d-dimensional face of Q with 0 ă d ă n. Then F “
Şn´d
j“1 Fij , where
Fij ’s are some unique facets of Q and λij ’s are R-characteristic vectors assigned to
these facets. Let NpF q be the submodule of Zn generated by λi1 , . . . , λin´d .
We consider the projection
ρF : Z
n Ñ Zn{ppNpF q bZ Rq X Z
nq – Zd.(5.4)
Since pNpF q bZ Rq X Z
n is a free Z-submodule in Zn of rank pn ´ dq, the module
Zn{pNpF qbZ RqXZ
nq is isomorphic to Zd. Note that the rank of the target space
of ρF is same as the dimension of F . Being a face of a simple polytope, F is a
simple polytope. The set of facets of F is given by
F pF q :“ tF X Fj | Fj P F pQq and j ‰ i1, . . . , in´d and F X Fj ‰ ∅u.
Now one can define a function
λF : F pF q Ñ Z
d(5.5)
by λF pFXFjq :“ primppρF ˝λqpFjqq, where primppρF ˝λqpFjqq denotes the primitive
vector of pρF ˝λqpFjq. Then λF is anR-characteristic function on F . So similar con-
struction to Subsection 5.1 gives a quasitoric orbifold XpF, λF q :“ pT
d ˆ F q{ „λF
where the equivalence relation „λF is defined similar to (5.2). We remark that the
topological spaces π´1pF q and XpF, λF q are homeomorphic, see Subsection 2.3 in
[PS10]. So, π´1pF q is an invariant suborbifold of XpQ,λq.
Now we want to define singularities associated to each vertex of the face F . Let
v be a vertex of Q, and F a face of Q of dimension d p0 ă d ă nq containing the
vertex v, and
(5.6) πF : XpF, λF q Ñ F
the orbit map. Then, there are unique facets Fj1 , . . . , Fjd of Q such that v “
pF X Fj1q X ¨ ¨ ¨ X pF X Fjdq. Then the orbifold singularity at the point π
´1
F pvq in
XpF, λF q is defined by
(5.7) GF pvq :“ Z
d{xλF pF X Fj1q, . . . , λF pF X Fjdqy.
When F “ Q, then a vertex v is the intersection Fi1 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X Fin of n many facets
Fij ’s of Q. Then the orbifold singularity at the point π
´1pvq in XpQ,λq is given by
GQpvq :“ Z
n{xλpFi1q, . . . , λpFinqy.(5.8)
We note the following
|GF pvq| “|detrλF pF X Fj1q
t . . . λF pF X Fjdq
ts| and(5.9)
|GQpvq| “|detrλpFi1q
t . . . λpFinq
ts|.
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Given an n-dimensional simple polytope Q with an R-characteristic function λ
and a retraction sequence tpBℓ, Eℓ, bℓqu
m
ℓ“1, we denote |GBℓpbℓq| :“ |GEℓpbℓq| for all
ℓ “ 1, . . . ,m.
Remark 5.4. The number |GF pvq| encodes the order of orbifold singularity of the
quasitoric orbifold XpF, λF q at the point π
´1
F pvq.
Lemma 5.5. Let Q be an n-dimensional simple polytope with n ě 3 and F be
a face of Q such that tF0 X F,F1 X F, . . . , Fn´q X F u Ă F pF q for some 0 ă
q ă n where Fi’s are facets in Q. Let λ be an R-characteristic function on Q
such that λpF0q “
řn´q
i“1 ciλi for some nonzero c1, . . . , cn´q P Q and λF be the
R-characteristic function on F induced from λ as in (5.5). Then λF pF0 X F q “
p
řn´q
i“1 ciλF pFi X F qq{dF , for some positive integer dF .
Proof. Let F be a face of dimension d in Q. Then F “
Şpn´dq
j“1 Fij for unique facets
Fij of Q. The projection map is defined by
ρF : Z
n Ñ Zn{ppspantλpFi1q, . . . , λpFipn´dqqu bZ Rq X Z
nq » Zd.
This map is Z-linear and any Z-linear map is Q-linear. From the definition of the
induced R-characteristic function on F
(5.10) λF : F pF q Ñ Z
d,
we have λF pF X Fiq “ primtρF pλpFiqqu for Fi P F pQq and F X Fi ‰ ∅. Thus
λF pF X F0q “ primtρF pλpF0qqu(5.11)
“ primtρF p
n´qÿ
i“1
ciλiqu
“ primt
n´qÿ
i“1
ciρF pλiqu
“ primt
n´qÿ
i“1
ciλF pFi X F qu
“ p
n´qÿ
i“1
ciλF pFi X F qq{dF .
for some positive integer dF . 
Proposition 5.6. Let pQ,λq be an R-characteristic pair and pF, λF q the induced
R-characteristic pair on a face F Ă Q. If tpBℓ, Eℓ, bℓqu
m
ℓ“1 and tpB
F
i , E
F
i , b
F
i qu
k
i“1
are the retraction sequences as in the proof of Proposition 2.4, then |GEFi
pbFi q|
divides |GEℓi pbℓiq| where b
F
i “ bℓi.
Proof. This is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.3 in [BSS17]. 
6. Blow ups of quasitoric orbifolds and torsions in their
cohomologies
Geometrically, blow up of an orbifold along a suborbifold is a process to replace
it by the projectivization of its normal bundle to obtain different orbifold possibly
with different properties. This technique is used in algebraic geometry mainly to
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F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
(a)
rF
rF1 “ F1 X sQ
rF2 “ F2 X sQ
rF3 “ F3
rF4 “ F4rF5 “ F5 X sQ
rF6 “ F6 X sQ
(b)
Figure 10. Blow up of a cube along F “ F1 X F2.
find resolution of singularity and often this produces birational morphisms. In
this section, we define blow up of quasitoric orbifolds along certain closed invariant
suborbifolds using the concept of blow up of simple polytopes along their faces. We
show that under some hypothesis no new torsion arises in the integral cohomology
groups of the blow up of a quasitoric orbifold. Therefore, this section gives infinitely
many equivariantly formal spaces with half-dimensional torus actions. We adhere
the notation of previous sections.
Let Q be an n-dimensional simple polytope with a d-dimensional face F and sQ
a blow up of Q along the face F where rF is the facet corresponding to F . Let
λ : FpQq Ñ Zn and sλ : Fp sQq Ñ Zn be two R-characteristic functions on Q and sQ
respectively such that the following holds:
(6.1) sλp rFiq “ λi if rFi “ Fi or rFi “ Fi X sQ.
Then we call the pair p sQ, sλq an extension of pQ,λq.
Definition 6.1 (Blow up of a quasitoric orbifold). Let sQ be a blow up of Q along
the face F . If the R-characteristic pair p sQ, sλq is an extension of pQ,λq, then the
quasitoric orbifold Xp sQ, sλq is called a blow up of XpQ,λq along the suborbifold
π´1pF q where π is defined in (5.3).
Example 6.2. Let pQ,λq be an R-characteristic pair and sQ a blow up of Q along
the face F of dimension d p0 ď d ă n “ dimpQqq. Thus F “
Şpn´dq
j“1 Fℓj where
Fℓj ’s are some unique facets of Q. Let QpF q :“ tpc1, . . . , cn´dq P Q
n´d | cj P
Qzt0u and
řn´d
j“1 cjλℓju. Now we define
sλ : F p sQq Ñ Zn by
sλp rFiq :“
#
λi if rFi “ Fi or rFi “ Fi X sQ
primp
řpn´dq
j“1 cjλℓjq if
rFi “ rF ; pc1, . . . , cn´dq P QpF q(6.2)
where primpαq indicates the primitive vector of α P Znzt0u. Then sλ is an R-
characteristic function on sQ as well as p sQ, sλq is an extension of pQ,λq. So the
quasitoric orbifold Xp sQ, sλq is a blow up of XpQ,λq along the suborbifold π´1pF q.
Thus Definition 6.1 generalizes the blow up considered in [GP13b, Section 4].
Moreover, in (6.2) we may assume that gcd of the numerators of c1, . . . , cn´d is
1 since sλp rF q is a primitive vector. 
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Example 6.3. Let Q be a 3-dimensional cube with facets F1, . . . , F6 as in Figure
10(a). We define λ as follows:
λpF1q “ p2, 3, 5q, λpF2q “ p3, 1, 7q, λpF3q “ p1, 2, 6q,(6.3)
λpF4q “ p4, 1, 3q, λpF5q “ p6, 3, 5q, λpF6q “ p2, 1, 4q.
This gives an R-characteristic pair pQ,λq as well as a quasitoric orbifold XpQ,λq.
We blow up Q along the face F “ F1 X F2 to get sQ, see Figure 10(b). Now we
define two extensions p sQ, sλ1q and p sQ, sλ2q of pQ,λq. We define sλ1 on sQ bysλ1p rFiq “ λpFiq for i “ 1, . . . , 6(6.4) sλ1p rF q “ p5, 2, 3q.
This gives a quasitoric orbifold Xp sQ, sλ1q. Let sλ2 be defined on the facets of sQ by
(6.2) taking c1 “ 7 and c2 “ ´3. Sosλ2p rFiq “ λpFiq for i “ 1, . . . , 6(6.5) sλ2p rF q “ 7p2, 3, 5q ´ 3p3, 1, 7q “ p5, 18, 14q.
This also gives a quasitoric orbifold p sQ, sλ2q. Therefore Xp sQ, sλ1q and Xp sQ, sλ2q are
different blow ups of XpQ,λq. 
Example 6.4. Let Q, sQ, λ, sλ1 and sλ2 be same as in Example 6.3. Let V pF q “
tv1, v2u such that v1 “ F1 X F2 X F6 and v2 “ F1 X F2 X F5 in Q. In XpQ,λq,
|GQpv1q| “ 5 and |GQpv2q| “ 64.
In sQ, V p rF q “ tv11 , v21 , v12 , v22u where
v11 “
rF X rF1 X rF6, v21 “ rF X rF2 X rF6, v12 “ rF X rF1 X rF5, v22 “ rF X rF2 X rF5.
Then the orders of singularities at these vertices in Xp sQ, sλ1q are the following:
|G sQpv11q| “ 31, |G sQpv21q| “ 2, |G sQpv12q| “ 4, |G sQpv22q| “ 17.
This example shows that if we define blow up following the definition of extension
using (6.1) then new prime factors in the orders of new singularities may arise. But
if we define the blow up using (6.2) then new prime factors of the new singularities
depend only on c1, . . . , cn´d. 
Lemma 6.5. Let pQ,λq be an R-characteristic pair over an n-dimensional simple
polytope and sQ a vertex cut of Q. If p sQ, sλq is an extension of pQ,λq, then sλ is of
the form (6.2).
Proof. Let sQ be the vertex cut of Q at a vertex v P V pQq. In Q, v “ Şnj“1 Fℓj for
n-many unique facets Fℓj of Q. As λ is an R-characteristic pair over Q the n vectors
tλpFℓj q : j “ 1, . . . , nu are linearly independent in Z
n. Any vector assigned to the
new rF corresponding to the face F “ tvu is a linear combination of the vectors
tλpFℓj q : j “ 1, . . . , nu. The coefficients of this linear combination are non-zero,
otherwise sλ may fail to satisfy the condition of Definition 5.1. 
We note that Lemma 6.5 may not hold if sQ is a blow up along a face of positive
dimension. For instance, let Q, sQ, λ and sλ “ sλ1 be as in Example 6.3. Here F is
an edge. Note that p5, 2, 3q is not a Q-linear combination of p2, 3, 5q and p3, 1, 7q.
Now we state the first main theorem of this section.
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Theorem 6.6. Let p sQ, sλq be an extension of pQ,λq where sQ is a blow up of Q
along a face F with d “ dimF ă dimQ “ n. Suppose the following holds:
(A1) For a prime number p there exists a retraction sequence tpBℓ, Eℓ, bℓqu
m
ℓ“1 of
Q such that gcdpp, |GEℓpbℓq|q “ 1 for all ℓ “ 1, . . . ,m.
(A2) gcdpp, |GQpbsq|q “ 1 for all vertices bs P V pF q.
(A3) sλ : sQÑ Zn is defined as in (6.2) satisfying gcdpnumerator of cj , pq “ 1 for
all j “ 1, . . . , pn ´ dq.
Then there exists a retraction sequence tp sBi, sEi,sbiqum1i“1 of sQ such that for each
i P t1, . . . ,m1u we have gcdpp, |G sEipsbiq|q “ 1.
Proof. We consider the retraction sequence tp sBi, sEi,sbiqum`kpn´d´1qi“1 of sQ constructed
in the proof of Theorem 3.5. First, we show the claim for a vertex sbr P V p sQqzV p rF q.
In this case, br “ bℓ for a unique vertex bℓ P V pQqzV pF q. Then sEr is homeomor-
phic to Eℓ as manifold with corners, see the proof of Theorem 3.5. Therefore, the
R-characteristic vectors associated to Eℓ and sEr at bℓ “ sbr remain same by the
definitions of λ and sλ. This implies
(6.6) |GEℓpbℓq| “ |G sEr psbrq|.
Now, let sbr P V p rF q. So sbr is an interior point of an edge of Q adjacent to a
vertex bs P V pF q where the edge is not in F (see Remark 3.3(2)). If |GQpbsq| “ a
then gcdpa, pq “ 1. From Proposition 5.6, we conclude that for the pair p sQ, sλq we
have
|G sErpsbrq| divides |G sQpsbrq|.
Next we show gcdp|G sQpsbrq|, pq “ 1. Then we can conclude the result.
Let bs “
Şn
u“1 Fsu for some unique facets Fsu in Q. Then from (5.9) we get
(6.7) |GQpbsq| “ |detrλ
t
s1
, . . . , λtsns|.
From the notation of (6.2) we have F “
Şn´d
j“1 Fℓj . Since bs P V pF q then
(6.8) tFℓj : j “ 1, . . . , pn ´ dqu Ă tFsu : u “ 1, . . . , nu.
Let er be the edge of Q adjacent to bs and containing sbr in its relative interior.
Then exactly pn´1q facets of tFsu : u “ 1, . . . , nu contain er. So er “
Şn
u“1,u‰q Fsu
for some q P t1, . . . , nu and sbr “ pŞnu“1,u‰q rFsuq X rF . Thus
(6.9) |G sQpsbrq| “ |detrλts1 , . . . ,primpn´dÿ
j“1
cjλℓjq
t, . . . λtsns|
replacing q-th vector from the determinant in (6.7). Using (6.8) and (6.9) we get
|G sQpsbrq| “ cqd a
where
řn´d
j“1 cjλℓj “ dˆ primp
řn´d
j“1 cjλℓj q. Note that,
cq
d
a P Z as all the vector are
Z-vectors . So d and the denominator of cq must divide a. As the numerator of cq
is coprime to p, gcdp|G sQpsbrq|, pq “ 1. Thus
(6.10) gcdp|G sErpsbrq|, pq “ 1.

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(a)
b1
‚
B1
b2‚
B2
b3‚
B3
b4‚
B4
b5‚
B5
. . .
(b)
sb1
‚
sB1
sb2‚
sB2
sb3
‚
sB3
sb4‚
sB4
. . .
(c)
sb1
‚
sB1
sb2‚
sB2
sb3
‚
sB3
sb4‚
sB4
. . .
Figure 11. Hypothesis H2 can not be relaxed in Theorem 6.6.
Remark 6.7. In Theorem 6.6, if F is the vertex tb1u, then gcdp|GQpb1q|, pq “ 1 is
same as gcdp|GE1pb1q|, pq “ 1. So there is no need of hypothesis A2 if
sQ is a vertex
cut of Q and the retraction of Q starts with the vertex we cut.
The following example shows that it may not be possible to relax hypothesis A2
in Theorem 6.6 in general. Therefore, only hypothesis A2 and A3 may not lead us
to the conclusion. However, Theorem 6.10 says we do not need the hypothesis A2
in some particular setup.
Example 6.8. We take the R-characteristic pairs pQ,λq and p sQ, sλ2q as in the
Example 6.3. For simplicity of notation we write sλ in the place of sλ2. From the
retraction sequence of Q in Figure 11(a), we get |GE4pb4q| “ 1. Now we want to
look at |G sE4psb4q| “ |G rF psb4q| following the retraction sequence of sQ in Figure 11(b)
and 11(c). Here pc1, c2q “ p7,´3q and sλp rF q “ 7p2, 3, 5q ´ 3p3, 1, 7q “ p5, 18, 14q.
We extend sλp rF q to a basis tp5, 18, 14q, p2, 7, 0q, p0, 0, 1qu of Z3. Hence the pro-
jection map will be
(6.11) ρ rF : Z3 Ñ Z3{xp5, 18, 14qy – Z2.
The facets of rF is denoted by F p rF q “ t rF XF1, rF XF2, rF XF5, rF XF6u. Therefore
the map
(6.12) sλ rF : F p rF q Ñ Z2
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is defined by sλ rF p rF X F1q “ ρEpλpF1qq “ p21, 117q,sλ rF p rF X F2q “ ρEpλpF2qq “ p49, 273q,sλ rF p rF X F5q “ ρEpλpF5qq “ p93, 509q,sλ rF p rF X F6q “ ρEpλpF6qq “ p31, 172q.
So we get |G rF psb4q| “ 35 following the retraction sequence in Figure 11(b). If we
take the choice of sb4 as in Figure 11(c), we get |G rF psb4q| “ 15. One can obtain the
order of the singularity using the formula in (5.9).
Similar calculations for the retraction sequence of Q in Figure 11(a) shows
|GE1pb1q| “ 7, |GE2pb2q| “ 109, |GE3pb3q| “ 7,
|GE5pb5q| “ 16, |GEipbiq| “ 1 for i “ 4, 6, 7, 8.
So for p “ 5, we have gcdp|GEipbiq|, 5q “ 1 for i “ 1, . . . , 8. But gcdp|GQp
sb4q|, 5q “ 5
leads to gcdp|G sE4psb4q|, 5q “ 5 for both the retraction sequences in Figure 11(b) and
Figure 11(c). Thus the hypothesis A2 in Theorem 6.6 is important for broader
class of extension of R-characteristic pairs. 
We remark that if the numerator of cj ’s are one then we do not need the condition
gcdpnumerator of cj , pq “ 1 in Theorem 6.6 to conclude the result. The next
theorem shows that there are some blow ups like Remark 6.7 where we do not need
hypothesis A2 as in Theorem 6.6 to conclude the result.
Theorem 6.9. Let p sQ, sλq be an extension of pQ,λq where sQ is a blow up of Q
along an edge F . Suppose the following holds:
(1) For a prime number p there exists a retraction sequence tpBℓ, Eℓ, bℓqu
m
ℓ“1 of
Q such that V pF q “ tb1, b2u and gcdp|GEℓpbℓq|, pq “ 1 for ℓ “ 1, . . . ,m.
(2) sλ as in (6.2) with gcdpnumerator of cj , pq “ 1 for j “ 1, . . . , pdimpQq ´ 1q.
Then there exists a retraction sequence tp sBi, sEi,sbiqum1i“1 of sQ such that for all i P
t1, . . . ,m1u we get gcdp|G sEipsbiq|, pq “ 1.
Proof. Being Q an n-dimensional simple polytope, the facet rF corresponding to F
is homeomrphic to F ˆ∆n´2 and we can write
V p rF q “ tpb1, uiq | i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1u Y tpb2, uiq | i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1u
where V p∆n´2q “ tui : i “ 1, . . . , pn ´ 1qu. Now, following the proof of Theorem
3.5 one can construct a retraction sequence tp sBi, sEi,sbiqum`2pn´2qi“1 of sQ from Q such
that sbi “ pb1, ujq for i “ j “ 1, . . . , n´ 1,(6.13) sbi “ pb2, ujq for i “ n´ 1` j and j “ 1, . . . , n´ 1,sbi “ bi´2n`4 for i ą 2n´ 2,
where corresponding sEi is defined by (3.5) or (3.6) for 1 ď i ď 2n ´ 2.
By Proposition 5.6 we have
(6.14) |G sEipsbiq| divides |G sQpsbiq| “ cid |GQpb1q| “ cid |GE1pb1q|
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for i P t1, . . . , n´ 1u where
řn´1
j“1 cjλℓj “ dˆ primp
řn´1
j“1 cjλℓj q. From our assump-
tion we have gcdp|GE1pb1q|, pq “ 1 and gcdpnumerator of ci, pq “ 1. Thus by (6.14),
we have
(6.15) gcdp|G sEipsbiq|, pq “ 1 for 1 ď i ď n´ 1.
Let F “
Şn´1
j“1 Fℓj where Fℓj ’s are pn´ 1q-many unique facets of Q. So there is
another facet Fℓn of Q such that b2 “
Şn
j“1 Fℓj in Q. Since tb1, b2u “ V pF q and
F is an edge then Fℓn is the maximum dimensional face of B2 containing the free
vertex b2. So E2 “ Fℓn . Thus b2 “
Şn´1
j“1 pFℓn X Fℓjq in Fℓn where Fℓn X Fℓj are
facets of the simple polytope Fℓn . This implies
(6.16) |GE2pb2q| “ detrtλE2pFℓn X Fℓ1q
t, . . . , λE2pFℓn X Fℓn´1q
tus
where λE2 is defined similarly as in (5.5). Now, by the construction of the retraction
sequence tp sBi, sEi,sbiqum1i“1 of sQ, the vertices sbn, . . . ,sb2n´2 belong to V pFℓn X Qq “
V p sEnq. So sEi is a face of sEn for n ď i ď 2n´ 2.
Let rF is the facet in sQ corresponding to the face F . In sQ, for n ď i ď 2n ´ 2,
any vertex sbi “ Şnj“1,j‰spiq rFℓj X rF for some spiq ‰ n where rFℓj “ Fℓj X sQ. So insEn “ rFℓn , we have
(6.17) sbn “ p n´1č
j“1,j‰spiq
p sEn X rFℓj qq X p sEn X rF q.
Thus for n ď i ď 2n´ 2,
(6.18) |G sEnpsbiq| “| detrsλ sEnp sEn X rF qt, sλ sEnp sEn X rFℓ1qt, . . . , sλ sEnp sEn X rFℓspiq´1qt,sλ sEnp sEn X rFℓspiq`1qt, . . . , sλ sEnp sEn X rFℓn´1qts | .
By the definition of sλ and Lemma 5.5 we get |G sEnpsbnq| “ cspiqd |GE2pb2q| where
d “ dE¯n , see (5.11). So,
gcdp|G sEnpsbnq|, pq “ 1
as numerator of cspiq is co-prime to p. By Proposition 5.6, |G sEipsbiq| divides |G sEnpsbnq|
for n ď i ď 2n´ 2. Thus we get
(6.19) gcdp|G sEipsbiq|, pq “ 1 for n ď i ď p2n ´ 2q.
At the other vertices of sQ the local group remains same as their adjacent facets
remain same after the blow up and the way of defining the induced retraction
sequence of sQ. So we can conclude
(6.20) gcdp|G sEipsbiq|, pq “ 1 for 1 ď i ď m` 2pn ´ 2q.

Remark 6.10. If one can choose cj ’s in (6.2) such that
řpn´dq
j“1 |cj | ď 1, then
the order of orbifold singularity will be less or same in the blow ups of quasitoric
orbifolds. This follows from (6.14).
The next proposition discusses the torsion in the (integral) cohomologies of some
blow ups of a quasitoric orbifolds.
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(1,2,1)
(1,1,0)
(1,0,0)
(3,2,1)
(0,2,1)
(2,5,2)
Figure 12. Blow up that can not be obtained by polytopal wedge constraction.
Proposition 6.11. Let p sQ, sλq be an extension of pQ,λq and they satisfy the condi-
tions in Theorem 6.6 or Theorem 6.9. Then H˚pXp sQ, sλq;Zq has no p-torsion and
HoddpXp sQ, sλq;Zpq is trivial.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 6.6 and Theorem 1.1 of [BNSS]. 
Corollary 6.12. Let p sQ, sλq be an extension of pQ,λq and they satisfy the conditions
in Theorem 6.6 or Theorem 6.9 for any prime p. Then H˚pXp sQ, λ¯q;Zq has no
torsion and concentrated in even degrees.
Example 6.13. We consider the R-characteristic pair pQ,λq from Figure 9(b) and
the retraction sequence tpBℓ, Eℓ, bℓqu
6
ℓ“1 of the prism from Figure 3.
However, we show that we can apply our Theorem 6.6 for the corresponding
R-characteristic pair. By similar calculation as in Example 6.8 one can show that
|GEℓpbℓq| “ 1 for all ℓ P t1, . . . , 6u. Therefore it satisfies the hypotheses of the
Theorem 6.6.
The blow up sQ of Q possesses an induced retraction sequence tp sBi, sEi,sbiqu8i“1
by Theorem 3.5. Now we assign the vector p2, 5, 2q “ p1, 1, 0q ` p1, 2, 1q ` p0, 2, 1q
to the new facet in the blow up sQ of Q. Then |G sQpsbjq| “ 1 for j “ 2, 3, 4 where the
vertices sbj ’s comes in place of b2 after the blow up. Again the similar calculation
to the Example 6.8 gives |GĎEipsbiq| “ 1 for all i P t1, . . . , 8u.
Therefore we construct a new quasitoric orbifold which has no torsion in integral
cohomology and concentrated in even degrees. 
Next we give another application of blow ups of polytopes. At this moment, we
do not know if we can avoid hypothesis A3 in Theorem 6.6 in general. However,
the following theorem says that we do not need hypothesis A3 always. Let XpQ,λq
be a quasitoric orbifold and F “
Şn´d
j“1 Fij a face in Q where Fij ’s are some unique
facets of Q. Let us define
(6.21) SF :“ tλij : 1 ď j ď pn´ dqu
where λij is theR-characteristic vector assigned to the facet Fij for j “ 1, . . . , n´d.
Theorem 6.14. Let λ : F pQq Ñ Zn be an R-characteristic function and sQ a blow
up along a face F of dimension d. Suppose the following holds:
(1) There exists a retraction sequence tpBℓ, Eℓ, bℓqu
m
ℓ“1 of Q such that V pF q “
tbm´k`1, . . . , bmu and for a prime number p, gcdp|GEℓpbℓq|, pq “ 1 for ℓ “
1, . . . ,m.
(2) p sQ, sλq is an extension of pQ,λq as in (6.2) and we can extend SF to a basis
of Zn where SF is defined in (6.21).
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Then H˚pXp sQ, sλq;Zq has no p-torsion and HoddpXp sQ, sλq;Zpq is trivial.
Proof. We consider an induced retraction sequence tp sBℓ, sEℓ,sbℓqum1ℓ“1 of sQ using
Theorem 3.5. From the definition of sλ following (6.2) and the induced retraction
sequence of sQ we deduce the vectors assigned to the facets adjacent to the vertex
bℓ in Q and sbℓ in sQ remains same for ℓ “ 1, . . . ,m´ k. So
|GEℓpbℓq| “ |G sEℓpsbℓq|
for 1 ď ℓ ď pm´ kq. Also from hypothesis (1), for a prime p, gcdp|GEℓpbℓq|, pq “ 1
for ℓ “ 1, . . . ,m. Thus
(6.22) gcdp|G sEℓpsbℓq|, pq “ 1
for 1 ď ℓ ď pm´ kq for the R-characteristic pair p sQ, sλq.
From the given retraction sequence tpBℓ, Eℓ, bℓqu
m
ℓ“1 of Q, we have Bm´k`1 “
Em´k`1 “ F and we can think the remaining of the retraction sequence of Q as
a retraction sequence of F . From gcdp|GEℓpbℓq|, pq “ 1 for ℓ “ pm´ k ` 1q, . . . ,m
and Theorem 1.1 of [BNSS] we can conclude H˚pXpF, λF q;Zq has no p-torsion and
HoddpXpF, λF q;Zpq is trivial.
Let π : XpQ,λq Ñ Q and sπ : Xp sQ, sλq Ñ sQ be the orbit maps, see (5.3). Now
we show that sπ´1p rF q is a weighted complex projective bundle over π´1pF q whererF is the facet in sQ corresponding to F due to blow up. Let S1F be a set of d
vectors in Zn such that SF \ S
1
F is a basis of Z
n. Let NpF q and N 1pF q be the free
Z-modules generated by the vectors in SF and S
1pF q respectively. There exists an
isomorphism between the standard basis of Zn and SF \ S
1
F . Then
(6.23) Zn “ NpF q ‘N 1pF q
Let TN 1pF q :“ pN
1pF q bZ Rq{N
1pF q be the d-dimensional torus determined by
N 1pF q. So N 1pF q is the lattice in the Lie algebra of TN 1pF q. From Subsection 5.2
XpF, λF q :“ pTN 1pF q ˆ F q{ „F
is a suborbifold of XpQ,λq where λF : F pF q Ñ N
1pF q and „F are defined similar
to (5.5) and (5.2) respectively. Similarly TNpF q :“ pNpF qbZRq{NpF q is an pn´dq-
dimensional torus. Then
(6.24) T n – TNpF q ‘ TN 1pF q.
From Remark 3.3(1), rF is homeomorphic to Fˆ∆n´d´1 as manifold with corners.
We can also think of rF “ QXH where QXHě0 “ sQ, see Definition 3.1. Let b P F
is a point and Ub the open neighborhood of b in F obtained by deleting all the faces
from F which does not contain b. Then
Ť
bPF Ub is an open cover of F .
From our construction π is continuous and
Ť
bPF π
´1pUbq is an open cover of
π´1pF q. Let us define another projection map ρ : rF Ñ F where rF – F ˆ∆n´d´1
as manifold with corners. Then
ρ´1pUbq “ Ub ˆ∆
n´d´1
and
Ť
bPF ρ
´1pUbq is an open cover of rF . Also ŤbPF π´1pρ´1pUbqq is an open cover
of π´1p rF q. Now we fix a point b P F and investigate how these open covers behave.
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From Section 5, we have
π´1pρ´1pUbqq “ π
´1pUb ˆ∆
n´d´1q
(6.25)
“ pT n ˆ pUb ˆ∆
n´d´1qq{ „ where „ is defined in (5.2)
– ppTN 1pF q ˆ TNpF qq ˆ pUb ˆ∆
n´d´1qq{ „
– ppTN 1pF q ˆ Ubq{ „F q ˆ ppTNpF q ˆ∆
n´d´1q{ „∆q
– π´1pUbq ˆ ppTNpF q ˆ∆
n´d´1q{ „∆q
where the fourth homeomorphism holds because TN 1pF q and TNpF q are determined
by two modules generated by the disjoint set of vectors S1F and SF where SF \S
1
F
forms a basis of Zn.
The map sλ is anR-characteristic function on sQ as in (6.2). So sλp rF q “ řn´dj“1 cjλij
where cj P Qzt0u for j “ 1, . . . , pn´dq and the gcd of the numerators of c1, . . . , cn´d
is one. Then
(6.26) sπ´1pρ´1pUbqq “ π´1pρ´1pUbqq{S1
where S1 is the circle generated by the vector
řn´d
j“1 cjλij . If we quotient the first
factor of (6.25) then it does not change as the torus TNpF q does not act on π
´1pF q.
Now we want concentrate on the second multiplier of (6.25) quotient by S1
generated by
řn´d
j“1 cjλij . Since λi1 , . . . , λin´d is a part of a basis then c1, . . . , cn´d
are non-zero integers. Also pTNpF q ˆ∆
n´d´1q{ „∆ is equivariantly homeomorphic
to S2n´2d´1. Therefore from [Ful93, Section 2.2] and [CLS11, Example 3.1.17], we
have
ppTNpF q ˆ∆
n´d´1q{ „∆q{S
1 –WPpc1,...,cn´dq(6.27)
where
řn´d
j“1 ǫjcjλij “ 0 for some ǫj P t1,´1u. Combining the above discussions,
we conclude sπ´1pρ´1pUbqq – π´1pUbq ˆWPpc1,...,cn´dq
and it satisfies the triviality condition of a vector bundle. We can do similar
construction for each b P V pF q. Thus sπ´1p rF q is a WPpc1,...,cn´dq bundle over
π´1pF q. From Subsection 2.3 of [PS10] we have XpF, λF q is homeomorphic to
π´1pF q and Xp rF , sλ rF q is homeomorphic to sπ´1p rF q. Thus we define a fiber bundle
WPpc1,...,cn´dq ÝÑ Xp
rF , sλ rF q ÝÑ XpF, λF q.
In [Kaw73], the author showed that the homology of weighted projective spaces
has no torsion. We have already shown that H˚pXpF, λF qq does not possess
any p torsion. Let P be the set of primes which divide the order of torsion of
H˚pXpF, λF qq. Thus p R P. Let C be the class of abelian groups whose elements
have orders divisible only by primes from P, then
H˚pXpF, λF qq,H˚pWPpc1,...,cn´dqq P C.
As quasitoric orbifolds are simply connected, the fundamental group π1pXpF, λF qq
is trivial. Thus by Lemma 1.9 of [Hat04] we conclude H˚pXp rF , sλ rF qq P C. So the
homology of Xp rF, sλ rF q has no p torsion.

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7. Blow downs of quasitoric orbifolds and torsions in their
cohomologies
We discussed the definition of blow down of a simple polytope in Section 4. In
this section, we study the effects of blow downs of simple polytopes on correspond-
ing quasitoric orbifolds. We note that blow down of quasitoric orbifold is discussed
in [GP13b]. However, they consider blow down as a reverse of blow up in a partic-
ular manner. Here we study blow downs of quasitoric orbifolds in more generality.
We adhere the notations of Section 4.
Let Q be an n-dimensional simple polytope with F pQq “ t rF ,F1, . . . , Fru and
F Ă rF . Let Q1 be a blow down of Q of the face rF on F such that Q1 is simple
polytope with F pQ1q “ tF 11, . . . , F
1
ru. Let λ : FpQq Ñ Z
n and λ1 : FpQ1q Ñ Zn be
two R-characteristic functions on Q and Q1 respectively such that
(7.1) λ1pF 1i q “ λ
1pf˜pFiqq “ λpFiq
for 1 ď i ď r where rf is defined in (4.3). Then we call the pair pQ1, λ1q a restriction
of pQ,λq.
Definition 7.1 (Blow down of a quasitoric orbifold). Let pQ,λq and pQ1, λ1q be
two R-characteristic pairs such that pQ1, λ1q is a restriction of pQ,λq. Then the
quasitoric orbifold XpQ1, λ1q is called a blow down of XpQ,λq.
Let pQ,λq be an R-characteristic function and Q1 a blow down of Q. Then the
natural restriction of λ on FpQ1q using Remark 4.2 and (7.1) may not be an R-
characteristic function. For example, consider blow down of a cube as in Figure 13
and define λ on the facets of Q by
λpF0q “ p1, 0, 0q, λpF1q “ p1, 0, 0q, λpF2q “ p2, 3, 5q,(7.2)
λpF3q “ p1, 3, 2q, λpF4q “ p4, 1, 0q, λp rF q “ p1, 0, 1q.
Let λ1 : F pQ1q Ñ Z3 defined as in (7.1). Then λ1 is not an R-characteristic function
on Q1. Thus the pair pQ1, λ1q does not determine any quasitoric orbifold. This
justify the definition of restriction of an R-characteristic pair and blow down of
quasitoric orbifolds. Next we give a sufficient condition when the natural restriction
is an R-characteristic function.
Let F be a face and rF a facet of an n-dimensional simple polytope Q with
F Ă rF . Let Q1 be a blow down of Q of the face rF on F . Then by Remark 3.3(1)
and Lemma 4.4, Q1 is simple if and only if rF – F ˆ ∆n´d´1 as manifold with
corners. Recall the definition of rf : QÑ Q1 from (4.3) and note that
F pQ1q “ t rfpFiq | Fi P F pQqzt rF uu.
Now we define λ1 : F pQ1q Ñ Zn by
(7.3) λ1p rfpFiqq “ λpFiq.
If b P Q be any vertex such that b R rF , then the facets adjacent to rfpbq remain
same, see (4.8). Now let us fix a vertex b P rF . So b “ pŞn´1j“1 Fij q X rF as in (4.5).
Similar construction as in the proof of Lemma 4.4 leads us to
rfpbq “ pn´1č
j“1
rfpFij qq X rfpPbq,
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Figure 13. Blow down of a cube of rF on F .
for a unique facet Pb of Q such that b R Pb, see (4.7). We define a set
Sb :“ tλpFi1q, . . . , λpFin´1q, λpPbqu,
for each vertex b P rF . As a vertex of rF , b can be considered as pbF , vqq for some
bF P V pF q and vq P V p∆
n´d´1q. Notice that in this case
SbF “ Sb.
Then we can get the following.
Proposition 7.2. If each Sb is linearly independent for any b P V pF q, then the
pair pQ1, λ1q is an R-characteristic pair as well as a restriction of pQ,λq.
Example 7.3. Let Q be a cube as in Figure 13. We define λ on F pQq by
λpF0q “ p0, 2, 1q, λpF1q “ p1, 1, 2q, λpF2q “ p0, 1, 1q,(7.4)
λpF3q “ p1, 0, 1q, λpF4q “ p1, 0, 0q, λp rF q “ p1, 3, 3q.
This gives an R-characteristic vector as well as a quasitoric orbifold XpQ,λq. In
Figure 13, Q1 is the blow down of Q of the face rF on the face F . We define λ1 on
the facets of Q1 by (7.3). This gives a restriction pQ1, λ1q of pQ,λq. So XpQ1, λ1q is
a blow down of XpQ,λq. 
Example 7.4. Let Q1 be a blow down of an n-dimensional simple polytope Q of
the facet rF on a d-dimensional face F such that Q1 is simple. Thus by Remark
3.3(1) and Lemma 4.4, rF is homeomorphic to Fˆ∆n´d´1 as manifold with corners.
Let tF∆1 , . . . , F
∆
n´du be the facets of ∆
n´d´1. Then FˆF∆s for 1 ď s ď pn´dq are
some facets of rF as well as they are codimension 2 faces inQ. Thus FˆF∆s “ rFXPs
for some unique facet Ps in Q for 1 ď s ď pn ´ dq. Let λ be an R-characteristic
function on Q such that
(7.5) λp rF q “ n´dÿ
s“1
csλpPsq,
for some cs P Qzt0u.
Let b P V pF q. So rfpbq P V pF 1q Ă V pQ1q. The arguments of Lemma 4.4 and
(4.5), (4.7) give us
b “ p
n´1č
j“1
Fij q X
rF and rfpbq “ pn´1č
j“1
rfpFij qq X rfpPbq,(7.6)
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for some unique facets Fi1 , . . . , Fin´1 ,
rF and Pb of Q. Note that Pb is the unique
facet in tPs : 1 ď s ď pn ´ dqu such that it does not contain the vertex b. If we
define λ1 : F pQ1q Ñ Zn by using (7.1) from λ on Q then
(7.7)
detrλpFi1q, . . . , λpFin´1q, λp
rF qs “ cb detrλ1p rfpFi1qq, . . . , λ1p rfpFin´1qq, λ1p rfpPbqqs,
where cb P tc1, . . . , cn´du is the coefficient with λpPbq in (7.5). This implies the
vectors in Sb are linearly independent, that is the vectors assigned to facets adjacent
to the vertex rfpbℓiq in Q1 are linearly independent.
We can do the above construction for each vertex in V pF q. Thus at the vertices
of F 1 in Q1 the vectors assigned to the adjacent facets are lineraly independent. At
the vertices V pQ1qzV pF 1q the vectors assigned to the adjacent facets remain same.
So the induced λ1 using (7.1) becomes an R-characteristic function on Q1. Thus
pQ1, λ1q is a restriction of pQ,λq and XpQ1, λ1q is a blow down of XpQ,λq. 
Next we discuss how the local groups are affected after certain blow downs of
quasitoric orbifolds and show that this result is a generalization of the main result
[BSS19, Theorem 5.4].
Let XpQ,λq be a quasitoric orbifold over an n-dimensional simple polytope Q
having a retraction sequence tpBℓ, Eℓ, bℓqu
m
ℓ“1. Let Q
1 be a blow down of Q of the
facet rF on the face F such that Q1 is simple. Then there is a retraction sequence
tB1j, E
1
j , b
1
ju
m´k
j“1 of Q
1 where |V pF q| “ k, see the proof of Theorem 4.7.
Suppose λ satisfies (7.5) and p is a prime number such that gcdpdenominator of cs, pq “
1 for s “ 1, . . . , pn ´ dq. Then XpQ1, λ1q is a quasitoric orbifold by Example 7.4.
Suppose for an arbitrary vertex b P V pF q, we have b1 “ rfpbq P V pF 1q during the
induced retraction as in the proof of Theorem 4.7. Then from (7.7), we have
(7.8) |GQpbq| “ cs|GQ1pb
1q|
for some s P t1, . . . , pn´ dqu.
For the quasitoric orbifold XpQ,λq, let us assume gcdp|GEipbiq|, pq “ 1 for all
i “ 1, . . . ,m. Now we want to see how the orders of the local groups GE1tpb
1
tq
behave due to blow down. Depending on bi P V pQq three cases may arise during
the induced retraction of Q1.
Case 1: Let the vertex bi P V pQq be neither in V p rF q nor adjacent to any vertex
in V p rF q. If bi produces b1t while inducing the retraction of Q1 from Q, then E1t is
homeomorphic to Ei as manifold with corners, see Theorem 4.7. Thus
|GE1tpb
1
tq| “ |GEipbiq|.
This implies gcdp|GE1tpb
1
tq|, pq “ 1 for the vertices in Q
1 corresponding to such
vertices.
Case 2: Let bi P V p rF q and b1t corresponds to bi while inducing the retraction
of Q1 from Q, that is b1t “
rfpbiq for some t ď i. Then from Theorem 4.7 either
E1t “ f˜pEiq or E
1
t is a face of f˜pEiq. Now f˜pEiq is either homeomorphic to Ei as
manifold with corners or homeomorphic to a face of Ei as manifold with corners
or a blow down of Ei , see Remark 4.6.
Subcase 1: If E1t is homeomorphic to Ei then
|GE1tpb
1
tq| “ |GEipbiq|.
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Subcase 2: If E1t is homeomorphic to a face of Ei then from Proposition 5.6
|GE1tpb
1
tq| divides |GEipbiq|.
Subcase 3: If E1t is a blow down of Ei, then from Lemma 5.5 and (7.8)
(7.9)
cs
dt
|GE1tpb
1
tq| “ |GEipbiq| for some s P t1, . . . , pn´ dqu
where dt “ dEi , comes from (5.11) while taking determinant. Thus |GE1tpb
1
tq| “
dt
cs
|GEipbiq| for some s P t1, . . . , pn ´ dqu.
With gcdp|GEipbiq|, pq “ 1 for all i “ 1, . . . ,m and gcdpdenominator of cs, pq “ 1
for 1 ď s ď pn ´ dq if we assume gcdpdt, pq “ 1 then for all three subcases above
we have gcdp|GE1tpb
1
tq|, pq “ 1 where b
1
t corresponds to bi P V p rF q.
Case 3: Let bi be adjacent to a vertex of V p rF q and b1t arises correspond to bi
due to blow down. Then either E1t “ f˜pEiq or E
1
t is a face of f˜pEiq. In here three
subcases arise as in Case 2 and deduction follows similar way.
Thus
gcdp|GE1tpb
1
tq|, pq “ 1 for all 1 ď t ď m´ k.
The above discussion leads us to conclude:
Theorem 7.5. Let XpQ,λq be a quasitoric orbifold over an n-dimensional simple
polytope Q having a facet rF and Q1 the blow down of Q of rF on F where |V pF q| “ k.
Suppose the following holds:
(A1) For a prime p, there exists a retraction sequence tpBi, Ei, biqu
m
i“1 of Q such
that gcdp|GEipbiq|, pq “ 1 for all i “ 1, . . . ,m.
(A2) The map λ satisfies (7.5) such that gcdpdenominator of cs, pq “ 1 for s “
1, . . . , pn ´ dq
(A3) gcdpdt, pq “ 1 where dt is defined in (7.9).
Then Q1 along with λ1 defined by (7.1) possesses a quasitoric orbifold structure
and has a retraction sequence tB1t, E
1
t, b
1
tu
m´k
t“1 such that gcdp|GE1tpb
1
tq|, pq “ 1 for all
t “ 1, . . . ,m´ k.
Next two examples show that in general we may not relax the hypotheses A2
and A3 in Theorem 7.5.
Example 7.6. Let Q be a 3-dimensional cube and Q1 a blow down of Q as in
Figure 13. Let us define an R-characteristic function λ on Q by
λpF0q “ p2, 1, 4q, λpF1q “ p6, 3, 5q, λpF2q “ p3, 1, 7q,(7.10)
λpF3q “ p1, 2, 6q, λpF4q “ p4, 1, 3q, λp rF q “ p2, 3, 5q.
This induces an R-characteristic function on Q1 though p2, 3, 5q is not a Q-linear
combination of p2, 1, 4q and p6, 3, 5q. If we follow the retraction sequence of Q and
Q1 as in Figure 14, then
|GQpb1q| “ 5, |GE3pb3q| “ 16 and |GQ1pb
1
1q| “ 7.
Note that new prime factor arises in the order of new singularities. So the hypoth-
esis A2 may not be possible to relax in Theorem 7.5. 
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Figure 14. Necessity of hypothesis H2 and H3 in Theorem 7.5.
Example 7.7. We take theR-characteristic pairs pQ,λq and pQ1, λ1q as in Example
7.3. We follow the retraction sequence of Q and Q1 as in Figure 14. In the induced
retraction sequence of Q1 from Q, E12 is a blow down of E2. Similar calculation
to Example 6.8 gives |GE2pb2q| “ 1 but |GE1
2
pb12q| “ 3. Here d2 “ 3 comes while
taking determinant, see (7.9). Thus we cannot relax the hypothesis A3 in Theorem
7.5 in general. 
Remark 7.8. We remark that if cj ’s are integers then we do not need the condition
gcdpdenominator of cs, pq “ 1 to conclude the Theorem 7.5.
Proposition 7.9. Let XpQ1, λ1q be the blow down of XpQ,λq as in Definition 7.1
and pQ,λq satisfies the conditions in Theorem 7.5. Then H˚pXpQ
1, λ1q;Zq has no
p-torsion and HoddpXpQ
1, λ1q;Zpq is trivial.
Proof. This proposition follows from Theorem 7.5 and Theorem 1.1 of [BNSS]. 
Corollary 7.10. Let XpQ1, λ1q be the blow down of XpQ,λq as in Definition
7.1 and pQ,λq satisfies the conditions in Theorem 7.5 for any prime p. Then
H˚pXpQ1, λ1q;Zq has no torsion and concentrated in even degrees.
Example 7.11. Let P be a simple polytope with F pP q “ tF1, . . . , Fℓu. Then PˆI
is also simple polytope where I is an interval. Thus F pP ˆ Iq “ tP ˆ t1u, F1 ˆ
I, . . . , FℓˆI, Pˆt0uu. PˆI satisfies the condition in Theorem 4.7. So the polytopal
wedge construction in [BSS19] is nothing but a blow down. By pPˆIq{ „ we denote
the blow down of pP ˆ Iq of a face Fj ˆ I on Fj for some 1 ď j ď ℓ. Let XpP, λq
be a quasitoric orbifold and there exists a retraction sequence tpPr, Rr, prqu
m
r“1 of
P such that gcdp|GRr pprq|, pq “ 1 for all r “ 1, . . . ,m for some prime p. Now by
Lemma 2.5, there is a retraction sequence tpBi, Ei, biqu
2m
i“1 of P ˆ I.
If we define λ˜ on P ˆ I by
λ˜pF q “
$’&’%
p1, 0, . . . , 0q if F “ P ˆ t1u
p0, λpFjqq if F “ Fj ˆ I
p´1, λpFjqq if F “ P ˆ t0u, for some 1 ď j ď ℓ
(7.11)
then λ˜ is an R-characteristic function on P ˆ I and gcdp|GEipbiq|, pq “ 1 for all
1 ď i ď 2m. Then the pair ppP ˆ Iq, λ˜q satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 7.5.
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Figure 15. Blow down that can not obtained by polytopal wedge construction
Let XppP ˆ Iq{„, λ˜1q be the blow down of the quasitoric orbifold XppP ˆ Iq, λ˜q
where λ˜1 is defined similar to (7.3). Then the integral homology and cohomology
of XppP ˆ Iq{„, λ˜1q has no p-torsion by Theorem 7.5 and Proposition 7.9. Hence,
Theorem 7.5 generalizes the main result of [BSS19] to a much broader class of
quasitoric orbifolds. 
Example 7.12. In Figure 15 we show a blow down Q1 of a simple polytope Q
that cannot be obtained by polytopal wedge construction. If we define an R-
characteristic function on Q by
λpF0q “ p0, 2, 1q, λpF1q “ p1, 1, 2q, λp rF q “ p1, 3, 3q,(7.12)
λpF2q “ p0, 1, 1q, λpF3q “ p1, 0, 1q, λpF4q “ p1, 0, 0q, λpF5q “ p3, 2, 7q,
then the R-characteristic pair pQ,λq provides us a quasitoric orbifold XpQ,λq.
Using (7.3) if we define the R-characteristic function λ1 on Q1 they give XpQ1, λ1q,
the blow down of XpQ,λq corresponding to the faces F Ă rF . 
8. Torsions in the cohomologies of blow ups and blow downs of
simplicial toric varieties
A finite collection Σ of strongly convex cones in an Euclidean space Rk is called
a fan in Rk if every face of a cone in Σ belongs to Σ and the intersection of any
two cones in Σ is a face of each. If every cone in Σ is generated by rational vectors,
then it is called simplicial fan. A fan Σ is called complete if Rk is the union of
cones in Σ. One can construct a toric variety from a simlicial fan, and can show
that it has orbifold singularities, see [CLS11].
Natural examples of simplicial fans come from lattice polytopes. Let P be an
n-dimensional lattice polytope in Rn containing origin and F1, . . . , Fm be the facets
of P . Then the normal vector λi of each Fi is a rational vector in R
n. Each face F
of dim ℓ in P is the unique intersection Fi1X¨ ¨ ¨XFiℓ . So one gets a strongly convex
cone σF generated by λi1 , . . . , λiℓ . Then the collection Σ “ tσF | F is a face of P u
is a complete simplicial fan in Rn. This fan is called a polytopal fan. Let XΣ be
the corresponding variety of Σ. We note that the function Fi ÞÑ λi for i “ 1, . . . ,m
is an R-characteristic function. Now following [CLS11], one gets the following
T n-equivariant homeomorphism
(8.1) XΣ – pT
n ˆ P q{ „
where „ is defined in (5.2).
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A simplicial fan is called polytopal if its rays are normal vector of a ratioanl
polytope. One can construct blow up and blow down of a rational polytope so that
after suitable scaling in the construction we may get rational polytope. Therefore,
our construction of blow up and blow down can be applied on these category of
simplicial toric varieties.
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